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Bridgewater State College

Power Fails, Water Rises
by Karen DeWolf
Wednesday morning,March 7,
at around 4:00,' approximately two
thirds of lower campus lost
electrical power. Water from the

grounded two of the three phases
on the transformer, and blew a
13,800 volt fuse, cutting power to
parts of the lower campus, including
the Student Union.
Jim Cummings, the campus Chief
Engineer was callecfin to start repair
'work at about 4:30 a.m. He called
Brockton Edison to pull a main
switch to help restore power to
BSC.
Since the power was off, that shut
by Sue Asci
off the pumps for the hot water
after vacz.tion. S.U.A. President
An Open Forum was held on Silva said he hadn't heard about this ' heating system in the Union. The
TuesdaYl March 6th in the Student proposal but "it will become public if
water in the pipes cooled, opening a
Union Demonstration Room. The presented."
thermostatic valve in the Ping Pong
meeting, which twenty-six students
Room in the Game Room. When the
Th~ reorganization of commitattented, was open to the entire tees was another subject broughtt
power came back on, an extra surge
campus.
of water came bursting through and
up. Students want to know how to'
S.G.A. President, Al Silva, find out when and what is going on>
flooded the 'Game Room. Jim
moderated the meeting and began at a meeting.
Cummings said, "It was a freak. It
by saying "This an attempt on the
may never happen again. The
"The minutes for the A.C.C. (All
part of the S.G.A. to get closer to College Committee) are posted in
water leaked through the floor into
their constituency. It was the hope various departments. AgendQS are
the Bookstore and parts of the
that a number of students would -- posted as well for committees under
Hobby Shop. A small amount of
come up here and ask questions and the A.C.C." AI Silva said. -One
water came into the Food Service
give the Student Government some suggestion was that a centralized
Kitchen on the Ground Floor.
direction as to what is bothering spot for posting this type of
Dr. Richard Vena, the Director of
people about the school, for information be established and its
the Student Union, said there was
example such issues as; location be published.
almost, nothing damaged in the
reorganization and the budget."
Game Room. When the water
A few charts were posted on the
Various questions, were posed. board in the room. One was titled
seeped through, several ceiling tiles
One' question referred to a proble "Where to Take a Problem)', and
were damaged, and they will have
w~th. "Pil\rkmg,:on:, ~~~. "AlSilva, . listed; Governor, L.egislqtur-e,aoard,,~ ,tobe.repk\ced.,., '
,
recommended that ,they' see the' of Higher Education, Soard of
The Bookstore sustained major
members on the Student Affairs Trust~es, Student Advisory 'water damage. Many textbooks,
Committee with their problem.
Commission, Mass. State Student
which were being prepared for
Another student heard
Association, 'S.G.A. Association,
return to the publishers were
something about a' proposal to Board of Governors, and the Dorm
damaged, and the publishers won't
restructure the school year-shorter Council.
vacations and exams would be held,
(Cant.' on p.lO)
rain was absorbed by the insulation
for the .lines at the transformer.
located at the power plant behind
the SCience Building. Because. the
water weighed down the lines, they
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H

"Lizzie" Theories Viewed
because she was out of town at the According to Dr. Fiore, many
time. Lizzie was then taken to theorists have come up with
prison in Taunton, Mass. to await ,different answers to that question..
her trial. In 1893, Ms; Borden was 'However, three theories are
brought to trial in Bristol County \ogicallypossible. The first of these
District Court in New Bedford, theories -deals with allegation that
Mass. where she was acquitted. Lizzie killed her parents. .Lizzie
Lizzie returned to Fall River and supposedly killed qer mother while
lived with her sister Emma for a few the mother was making the beds~
years, before Emma left, her and She is thought to have killed her
moved to New Hampshire. Lizzie' father· after his return from the
lived out the rest of her life in Fall store.
The second theory is that the
River.
Who committed the. murders? maid, Bridget Sullivan, was. paid off
by Lizzie to kill her parents. The
idea behind both theories is that
with bo.th parents dead Lizzie and
Emma ~ould split the inheritance.
The third theory is that the father t
Mr. Borden, killed his wife, and that
Lizzie killed her father. Dr. Fiore
would not comment on which
theory he felt was the answer. Dr.
Fiore did say that if he was on the
jury he would have acquitted. her.
According to Dr. Fiore the recent
movie on Lizzie Borden, starring
Elizabeth Montgomery, was a poor
representation of the . facts
surrounding the case.
The lecture was well attended
and those attending remarked how
interesting the time was. At present,
Dr. Fiore is finishing a book
resulting from long years of study on
the case. The book will tell the story
through the eyes of Lizzie Borden.
Dr. Fiore is well respected for his
study on Lizzie Borden and has
been interviewed by journalists,
historians and radio stations. BSC is
very lucky to have such a highly
respected man like Dr. Fiore on our
Dr. Jordan Fiore lectured on Lizzie Borden last week.
campus.

By Jim Calnan and Joe McDonald
On Wednesday, February 28,
1979, Dr. Jordan Fiore, Academic
Dean ,_ of the Division of Social
Sciences, gave a lecture on the
legend of Lizzie Borden. ""
On· a-hot August morning 1892
the parents of Lizzie and Emma
Borden were found murdered in
their Fall River home. A few days
later the mayor of the city informed
Lizzie Borden she was a suspect in
. the murder. Emma Borden was not
under suspic;ion of the murders,

I
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Mario Motta clearing the flooded floor 01 the SU Game Room.
J.QILMCDONALD)
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,

accept them. Also greeting cards so it· was shut off and didn't cause
and.PQst~rs lNere; '.' r1J,ined~ . A l1luch damage. .
.. ,..
conservative estimate' of·· the OAt ···lhOOa,m.,.Wednesday
damage as slated at $1.000.
morning, the campus electrical crew
Don Condrey and Gary
was workinq.to restore power to
Popovitch said that a similar Scott, Wood, Burnell and the Gym.
occurence happened during the The fuses wouldn't hold. There may
George .iWashington's Birthday have been a short circuit in the
weekend. They sustained three to system; They had hoped to get the
four hundred dollars damage. Mario problem solved soon.
IAt press time, electrical
Motta stated that because of the
cold, a coil between the floor of the service was still comletely out in
Game Room and the ceiling of the the Gym. Scott and Woodward
Bookstore went, and water leaked' Halls had approximately'· sixty- .
. out. It was discovered early enough, six percent· of normal service.

Student Government
Election Results
President
T. Michael Robertson
Matthew OJBrien

217
, 132

1st· Vice President
SuSan. French

307

2nd Vice President
Liz Jones

276

Secretary
Nancy Myers
Jean Sharland

'195
84

Asst. Treasurer
Jack Nicolas

#.'

93

Educational Services Fee
Yes
No

77
265

Codification 14
Remain
Remove

165
169
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Editorials
In the last editorialthat appeare d The Comm ent a major mistake was
made. We described our purpose as follows: "to keep the student body
informed (through news, arts, and sports articles) and to provide a forum
for student opinion (through editorials, Letters to the Editor, and
Commentaries}." The use of the terms "studen t body" and "studen
t
opinion" makes this inaccurate. Our constitutionally stated purpose
is
"to inform the Bridgewater State College community." The college
community certainly includes more than students . Faculty, staff, and
administration make up a large part of the college community.
In order to have a healthy, vital community, all member s of that
community must participate, or at least have the opportu nity
to
participate, Involvement of faculty, staff, and administration, as well nts,
is a great asset to the college community, The Comme nt would like
to
encoura ge all member s of the college community to submit material
for
publication. In order to make the college work, there must
be
communication between all groups on campus .
KMT
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I!-~f!:ers to the Editorl
Wh y Wa s Dou g Fire d?
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Dear Student s,
Recently I noticed the absence of
a certain WBIM radio personality on
the air. About two weeks ago I
,noticed that Doug Schorr was not
!:::ioing his regular weeken d shifts on
'WBIM. It was not until recently that
I found out why. It seems that he
,was helping to engineer a hockey
game that the station was
broadca sting and cut out from the
game after five minutes of a post·
game show. As a result, the station
director , Robin Pearl decided to fire
him because she claimed he was
"unprofessional. n Besides what he
had done while broadcasting the
hockey game, she claimed that he
had read PSA's "unprofessionally"
too. (Doug would sometimes read
PSA's sarcastical1y or would add
funny· commen ts. to them.)
I am not saying what Doug did
was dght, but Ms. Pearl seems to
haveior gotten that Doug is not the
only one who has "fooled around"
withPS f\s.Lha vetiste nedto the
station many times and know of
many more DJ's who done the same
thing. I have learned from Doug that
another announ cer was in the
studio when the hockey post-game
show was cut off~-Jamie Kelly. It
seems that Jamie suggested and
Doug agreed that regula r
programming would come on at
lO:30 P.M; However, because Doug
was the one who did .the actual
':cuttingoff," he was the one who
was blamed for the whole matter.
However, if I recall listening that
night, ,Jamie's voice and not Doug's,
was the voice that came over on the
radio after the post-game show.
Therefo re, Jamie did have a part in
it, didn't he?
r ask you, the student body, wa~
this action a fair one? Is it fair for

Robin Pearl as station director to
fire an announ cer and to let his
accomplice go unpunished? Even
the punishm ent seems to severe for
what he did. I could possibly
understa nd if Doug was suspend ed
from broadcasting for a week and
warned to not do it again. Howeve r,
Doug Schorr wasn't warned and
that is what makes Robin Pearl's
action wrong.
Robin Pearl seems to be an
authoritarian station director who
feels she can fire any announ cer that
she doesn't approve of for actions
that she feels are,"unprofessional." I
must say that I think Pearl is the one
who is "unprof essiona l." She
reminds me of the new ownersh ip at
WBeN.
renjoyed listening to Doug Schorr
. on Saturda y and Sunday afternoo ns
: ~nd thougt he was one of the few
announc ers at the station who did
sound "professional." He was a
funny DJ who had. a good. radio
"Voice ,: andto uld be .' easily
distinguished from the rest of
WBIM's announc ers. If there was an
announ cer at WBIM who did sound
"unprofessional, " it was Jamie Kelly.
:HehCis a lousy radio voice and a
horrible taste in music. (Jamie, do
you enjoy any other music besides
Punk Rock?)
So, whaydo we do now? Jamie is
OP the aIr" and Doug isn't, and
Jamie WaS involved in the episode
that go Doug fired, too.
r encoura ge other BSC student s
to write in and criticize this action of
WBIM's station director--Robin
Pearl. It tee! that it is despicable and
,#ould like to hear Doug Schorr on
BIMaga in.
, Signed,
Wally Hanson

At a press confere nce held
, are overloa ded with faculty. This is
presiden t, adminis tration, faculty,
January 26, sponsor ed by the Salem
the major point ot content ion with
studen
ts and alumni, should
State College . Student Govern nt
student s. Accordi ng to Miss Bryant,
develop its own style of partners hip
Associa tion (SGA), Preside nt Tracy
with 16 faculty, 3 adminis trators,
Bryant outlined the reasons for the . and 3 studelJt s, ,.Article seven is an in college governa nce ... "
The next few weeks will be crucial
recent rejectio n of the contrac t
insult to the student body , in
to the faculty. If their representatiVes
agreem ent between the Board of principle and in practice ."
continu e to ignore the student s'
Trustee s of the ten state colleges
In her speech Miss Bryant called
and the FaCUlty Union (NEA). In
request s, then an injuncti on will be
for the faculty, who ignored the
filed against the contrac t by the
item seven of the contrac t there is a
student run press confere nce, to
provis ion for "all colleg e
work tog(;!ther with the student s and· Studen t. Govern ment's " !a~!3~,
gO\le,mPJJ.C~.".Sectio n'sevet1 creates
adminis tration- -some·o f whom did 'JohnT ierney; retained for
tripartit e commit tees compos ed of
legal services. The results will be felt
not want the commit tee in the
state wide, not just at Salem State
facuIty ; admini strator s, and
contrac t to begin with--to amend the
students , Two, ,the Academ ic
contrac t and remove the Hall College. The faculty may also stand
the chance of losing their promise d
Poticies and Curricu lum Commi ttee
college" commit tees. She also read
a Board of Trustee s statemn t of pay raise which would change the
Principles adopted on July 10,1969 r is.sue entirely.
Frederic k C. Schultz
which stated "that the Board" . subCoordin ating Vice Preside nt
scribes to the principle that each
Studen t Govern ment Associa tion
college c;:ommunitv including its

studentS"

Stu den ts
Co nce rne d

----------------------~--------------~

II

Student Action for Human
Conserv ation is rapidly expandi ng
with student s joining every week.
These student s are concern ed
about the overall health of their
\fellow student s and commu nity
people. Are you concern ed about
the emotion al health and alcohol or
drug abuse among college student s?
Do YQU feel your dormito ry has an
inadequ ate supply of heat or hot
water? Do you' need, more study
tirrie in the library at. night or on
weeken ds? Are you concern ed
handbook" '.are .the 'nuisanc es at about the safety
of the dorms, or are
Bridgew ater.-W ith people holding you bothere d
by the ,cigaret te
attitude s like Douglas Schorr's what smoking incamp
us buildings? Does
can we expf!d in the future?
'it bother you that various campus
,
Chip Barone
buildings are architec tual barriers to
the -handic apped? If some of these
issues or anythin g else is b'otheii ng
you, come to a meeting of Studen t
Action for' Human Conserv ation.
:Gentlepersons,
We will study the problem and act
I hope this unortho dox manner bf on it accordin gly. If necessa ry, we
contac tingyo uwiIl not be will refer the problem to the proper
conside red an intrusion ...
authorit ies. If you want to get
I am writing to request two favors. actively involved, join Studen t
First, if you have"a school paper, I'd Action for Human Conserv ation.
. apprecia te' being added to. ypur Needed . changes can only be
made
mailing list. rm intereste d in your by acting, not wishing. SAHC is an
school :activities. A y~arbook organiia tion created by student
s to
would be a treasure d gift! Secondl y, improve the quality of your life
need
please print the following in your improve ment?
campus newspaper:
The next schedul ed meeting . for .
Corresp ondece Welcom ed
Studen t Action for Human
I .am presently a prisoner and I've Conserv ation will be on March
8, to
been incarce rated for over 4 years. conduc t nomina tions, election
s,
I'd enjoy exchanging letters with and introduc tion of the executiv
e
students-especially females! If you. board, respectively. An. meeting
s
respond , a photo would be are held at. 11:00 in- the
Studen t
'considered an additional pleasure . Union. All interest ed
student s
Be gentle with yourself ...
unable to a'ttend meetin gs. can
Sincerely,
contact Tomi Ljungb erg of ):laine
Thomas Pinckne y Levesqu e at ext. 463 or write to us
J' P.O. Box 34550
through the Health departm ent.
-Memph is'Tenn .38134i "
, T omi Ljungbe rg

"Un fair Tic keti ng" Res :po nse

To the Editor,
In respons e to Douglas Schorr's
letter concern ing unjust . ticketing
(3/1/79) and his commen ts about
:Offk:er Williams (hoping he'll run
. 'ot,lt .of gas), I feel Mr. Schorr is
'obviou sly ignoran t to two
,situations at Bridgewater State
Collese . The. first. is that Officet
Williams didn't make any law which
prohibits parking on the campus.
He is simply doing his job by giving
tickets to offenders. Second, the
area Mr. Schorr stated his car ran
out of gas, "in front of the dorm, "is a
fire zone. Had there b~en an
emergen cy at Great Hm that night
his car would have been a major
hindrance.
..
I can't underst and why Doug
didn't make. an attempt to push his
car out of, the way to aJegal parking
'space or call the Campu s Police for
assistan ce (that's what they're here
for). Further more I don't believe the
Campu s Police are -"uncooperative
to the students " or "a nuisance."
They have. been more then helpful
and coopera tive, which takes a lot
'on their part; when people are
question ing their. creditability as
Police Officers and Public Servants.
'Jf appears violators of the traffic

Sal em SG A Rej ect ed Rec ent Fac ulty Co ntr act

Ple ase
Wr ite

l

The C'o mm ent

(established 1927)
Editor -in Chief ..... : ...... ...... ...... ..... Karen Tobin
Manag ing Editor ...... ...... ...... .. Michael S. Bezoenik
News Editor ..... ; ...... ~ ...... ...... ...... ... Sue. Asci
Cultur al Arts Editor ...... ...... ...... .... Karen DeWolf
Sports Editor : ...... ...... ...... .. ~ ...... ... Danny Hall
Adver tising Manag er ...... ...... ... T. Michael Robertson
Photog raphy Editor ' ....... ....... ....... ... Joni Dahlene
Graph ics Editor ...... ...... ...... ...... ... Greg Dansak
Busine ss Manag er ...... ...... . ; ...... .... Gerry LaCroix
Office Mana ger. . . .. . . . .. ... . . . . . . . .. Susan J. LaFlamme
Distrib ution Man'ag er ...... ...... ...... . James A. Calnan
Contri buting Editor s: ...... ..... _....... . Robert A. 'Cote
· ...... ...... ..... ~. Jean St. Andre
· .' ...... ...... ...... .. Vicki Smialek
· ...... ..... ; . ; . .• Joan E~, Thibeault
Writin g Staff: Kim Cleghorn, Pat Duddy, Peggy Faria,' Pat
'Gessn er, Ginny Gillespie, Joanne Herr, Candice Killion, Joe"
McDonald, Elaine Martin, Doug Mildram, Audrey Oliveira, Doug
Schor r.'.
.
Art Staff: Charlie Billard.
Photo Staff: Kimberly Jensen .
Produ ction Staff: Martha Anderson, Sheila Brennan, Susan
~Brennan, Colleen Desmond, Kathy Goudie, Tom
Leen, Joe
McDonald.
Distib ution, Staff: Joe Downey, Tom Leen.
THE COMME NT is a student-supported and operated weekly newspap
er
serving the academic community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial
policy is
determined by the Editor~.in-Chief in consultation with the Editorial
Board.
Republication of all material printed herein is forbidden without the
express
written permission of the Editor-in-Chie/. Letters to the Editor are encoura
ged
but are limited to 250 words or less. Letters, classified advertisements,
and all
other written materia/are subject to condensation, Advertising rates
available
upon request. All correspondence should be addressed to THE COMME
NT
Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater MA; ext, 260 ~r 304,
'
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[Announcements \
WEEKEND TRIP TO PHILADELPHIA
The History Club will sponsor a weekend trip to historic Philadelphia on
April 27, 28,29. The cost will be approximately $26.10 for two nights'
accomodation at the Holiday Inn Independence Mall and a baggage
change. Sign-ups will be on Monday, March 26, Tuesday, March 27, and
Wednesday, March 28, from 9 a.m.-2 p.m. across from the bookstore.
Planned activities include Independence Hall and the Betsy Ross House,
as well as a walking tour of other historic sites. Sign up early as there is a
limit of forty people. A deposit of $10.00 is required of each person
signed up.

BSC STAGE BAND
The BSC Stage Band rehearses each Monday and Wednesday in room
UG-4 of the Student Union at 4:30 p.m. The band received many
compliments on its performance in the WJAR-TV Cerebral Palsy
Telethon and was even recalled to the stage for an encore in that
telecast. Several performance dates are lined up for the coming months.
iAnyone interested in joining the group should come to any rehearsal
ready to sit in and play.

,·..·····scHOLARSiiiPs·AVAiiABiE·..······..····_·..····..···········..................
A reminder to all students: scholarship forms are available in the Office of
;Student Life, the Financial Aid Office, and the Student Union
lnformation Booth. There is a type of scholarship available to fit
everyone's situation, so please apply now!

Fa" cu·'IlY'. "
No tes

outside Room 114 of the Science Building or can be obtained by calling
me or Mrs. DeVincentis. Last year's trips were very successful, with'
300d sightings of both finbacks and humpbacks. I hope this year's trips
are even more so. When you sign up, please indicate whether you can
take riders to Provincetown and please give a phone number where you
can be contacted. Dr. Jahoda, Biology Dept., ext. 317.

. .

HANDI KIDS SEEKING VOLUNTEERS

Dr. Karavites

Handi Kids is seeking volunteers to assist with its Spring and Summer
Recreation Programs for persons with physically or mentally disabling
conditions. Programs which are planned and executed to meet the
social, physical,' and emotional needs of disabled persons include:
creative and domestic arts, physical recreation, environmental
exploration, camping, socials, and special events. Handi Kids will
provide you with opportunities to get involved in creative, worthwhile
programs and activities while providing a much needed service. Persons
interested in volunteering time throughout the Spring an9! or Summer
should contact Richard Gaddes, c/o Handi Kids, 470 Pine Street,
Bridgewater, Mass, 697-7557 or 963-0472.

by Pat Duddy
Originally from Greece, Dr.
Karavites graduated from high
school and came to America on his
own to live with relatives.
Once here, he attended Wright
Junior College and went on to the
University of Chicago, where in \
1959, he received his M.A. in
American history.
Unable to find a job right away, he
decided to attend Loyola University
to work on his Ph.D.,and he spent
his junior year in Rome. During his
senior year, he recieved a
scholarship and went on to
Germany to finish his dissertation.
He graduated in 1971 with a Ph.D. in
American hostory.
After recieving his Ph.D., Dr
Karavites found that' jobs were
scarce in Chicago, and ended up in
. Boone, North Carolina. HaVing
previously taught at Loyola
University, (he started teaching in
1963), he had no trouble becoming
Assistant Professor at Appalachain
State. He taught in North Carolina
for a total of 7 years.
In' 1978, Dr. Karavites joined the
teaching staff here at RS.C .. He
resides here in Bridgewater with his
.wife Christine, and his two children,
!Kallie, 12 and Themie, 7.
What was it like to have lived and
studied in Europe and America? "I
have the benefits of both cultures",
said Dr. Karavites.

SENIORS TO STAR IN MULTI·MEDIA SHOW
'Seniors, you are the stars of your oum multi-media slide shew! See
yourself and your friends at the Quincy Marketplace on April!7, 1979.
Enjoy the show and the party. Don't worry, we have bus rides. $2.50 for
seniors; $3.00 for underclassmen. Or, if you take the bus, $4.00
for seniors and $4.50 for underclassmen.

CAP AND GOWN REMINDER
A rem'rnder to seniors that your caps and gowns are in the Office of
Student Life. If you haven't ordered yours, please do so.
.... __ ._--_._.-.--_ ............ -.... _--- ... --.--_ .. --.-- .... _................ -..... --- ......... ..-............. , ... ".- ... .
~

JOB INTERVIEWS

TUTORING

CVS (Consumer Values Stores) will be interviewing on campus for
management trainerships on Thursday, March 29, 1979. Sign up outside
of the Student Life Office.

PUNCH PARTY
On Tuesday, March 27, WRA will sponsor a Punch Party during free
hour, 11:00·12:00 in the S.u. Ballroom. All women are welcome.

~

The PROGRESS/ OUTREACH Tutorial Service is looking for qualified
tutors to work within the tutorial program. Any students who are
interested in earning e.xtra money by tutoring fellow college students
should contact Mrs. Dorie AuCoin at ext. 370 or stop by her office in the
Admissions and Information Center in Tillinghast Hall. Tutors are
needed in ALL subject areas.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
EARTH SCIENCES AND GEOGRAPHY CLUB
Congratulations to Rita Dumont of Taunton and Bob McKinley of
Somerville, winners of $50.00 each in the Earth Sciencesand Geography
Club raffle. Once again, we thank all of those who donated time and
contributed money to help make this a very successful raffle.

ATTENTION P.E. 462 (SOCIAL REe.) STUDENTS:
Vacation time is something we've all been waiting for·-but now you can
look forward to returning to BSC for the International Bake·Off on the
27th of March at 12:00 noon in Pope Hall's lounge downstairs! Se you
there!

The BSC Equestrian Club is looking for new members. If interested,
check bulletin board 11 on the ground floor of the Union for meeting
notices. or see Ann in Pope Hall. room 223.

LAST CHANCE!
March will be the last month that resume writing seminars will be held on
the Career Exploration Center. Make sure you attend one of the
follOWing times if. you haven't yet: Tuesday, March 27, 1:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, March 287 10:00 a.m., and Thursday, Marel) 29, l1:00a.m.

Dr. James

STEVEN G. LASKOFF MEMo.RIAL SCH9LARSHIP
Applications are now available for the Steven G. Laskoff Memorial
Scholarship. This award is in the amount of $500.00 and is given to a .
deserving out·of-state student. Applications may be procured. in the
SGA Office on the second floor of the Student Union. They are due in by
Friday, March 9th and the selesction will be announced on Honors Day.

1979 COLLEGE WORK STUDY SUMMER PROGRAM
The Financial Aid Office announces that there are several opportunities
available for qualified students to participate in the 1979 Summer College
Work Study Program. Interested students can determine eligibility for
the Summer College Work Study Program by completing the College
Scholarship Services Financial Aid Form available in the Financial Aid
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Office in Tillinghast HalL The Financial Aid Office has job listings
available .in· recreation, glmps, socii,U ~ork.~gen(:'es•.·h()spital~h·.·9:r...•. ,. . ~~0').,)~Q~(J~~ ..;.
".. "
students may arrange their own employment with eligiblegovernrnent or
HAMPSHIRE, (resident, co-ed,
non-profit agancies. Contact the Financial Aid Office in Tillinghast Hall
Boston) is in need of Department Directors
for details, ext. 257.

lour

FILE EARLY FOR SEPTEMBER MONEY
Students interested in applying for Financial Aid monies for next fall are
reminded to file now for the 1979-80 year. ApplicatioJiS for all programs
are available in the Financial Aid. Office, which is' now located in
Tillinghast Hall on the first floor. Students that are currently receiving
financial assistance are reminded that it is necessary to reapply each year
for eligibility for all programs, including Basic Grants, Supplemental
Grants, Mass. Board Scholarship, National Direct Loans, and College
Work Study jobs.
Deadlines are most important for consideration for Financial Aid next
year. The first deadline was February 15, 1979 for students intersted in
applying for the Mass. Board Scholarship Program for the first time.
Renewal-candidates for a Mass. Board Scholarship have until April 1,
1979, to reapply. In addition, the'deadline for Bridgewater State College's
programs is April 15, 1979. The BSC campus based programs include
Supplementat Grants (SEOG), National Direct Student Loans (NDSL)
and the College Work Study Program (CWS). Deadlines are important
for first consideration and to insure that students will receive notification
about awards prior to their returning to school in the FalL Applications
are accepted after the deadlines and are welcome at any time during the
year, but the availability of funds for eIigilbe students is not guaranteed.
Aside from federal and 'state assistance programs, the Financial Aid
Office has information regarding guaranteed or HELP loans and
numerous scholarships that are awarded by organizations within the
college itself. Now is the time to visit the Financial Aid Office in Tillinghast
Hall to begin planning for financial help for next year.

om
and·
Activity Specialists for this summer in: Athletics,'
Gymnastics, Waterfront" Waterskiing, Arts &
Crafts, Campcraft,Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli
Folk Song, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office
Personnel, and Nurses (R.N .). Excellent salaries
and fringe benefits. Please contact Dr. Charles B.
Rotmari, Director, 81 Kingsbury,St. Wellesley,
Massachusetts 02181.
"REPRESENTATIVES WANTED for promotion
of international' bus lines in Europe and Asia:
Expedltitions in Africa and South America.
Camping tours~ Educational tours. Almost any
travel arrangement organized. Magic . Bus,:
Damrak 87, Amsterdam, Holland."

Dr. Carlston

YOUR

·..·····ALCOHOUCS·'ANONYMC5us..····..········....·······..······...................
A. A. meetings are held at the Catholic Center every Monday night at'
8:30. This is an open meeting. The public and all interested are invited. If
.alcohol is a problem in your life, Alcoholics Anonymous is here to help.
For more information, contact Fr. MacNamara at the Catholic Center,
ext. 555.
.. w _ _ _~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. _ _ • .. .; . . . . . . _ _ . _ . . . . _ . _ _ .:. _ _ _ _ .. _ _ _ . . _ _ .. . ; . _ _ _ _ _ _ .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..: _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ : . . . . . . . _ .. _ _ . . . . . . _

LEARN TO.LOVE

.... _ ....... _

. . . . . ..

\

Join us in our search to understand a bit of God, ourselves, and our life in
the workshop workroom, SU' 207 on Wednesdays at 3:30 p.m.
Sponsored by Christian FEl.llowship.
..................................................................................... _....

HEAL TH CENTER

_."!'~

.. _.. '"'_ ....................

1I . . . .

-l' ....... -- .. - ....................... " ............. • .. 't~ ....................

,

........ .

..

Insurance identification cards must be picked up at the Health Center at
Tillinghast Hall. If you haven't picked up yours, please do 56 soon.
Student members of the Health Center Committee are available to
. listen to your comments, suggestions, or problems. If you would like to
discuss anything related to the Health Center, contact Ann Hackenson
at Pope Hall, ext. 382, or Jim Calnan at the Comment Office, ext. 260.
.... _.................................... _..................................... ~ ............... "oo ............:.......... ~ ................ _...... ~ .......................................... _J,.. .................... ~-:"'- ............ -:

1979 WHALE WATCH TRIPS
.
The Whale Watch trips are now open to all Bridgewater State College
faculty students,. and staff. There are three trips this year--May .lD, 22,
and 29. All trips depart from Provincetown at 10:30 a.m. Cost p~~
person--$6.00. I would appreciate payment when yousign up to aVOla
some of the confusion of l~~ year: Additional information. is posted

THE FENS DlIUNG AREA

300 THE FENliAY
BOSTON,

PAN~L.

PRESENTATION 011
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NURSING PROGR,'MS

AT

10100 A.11:

i

by Ginny Gillespie and Patricia'
Gesner
.
Dr~ Edward W, James, the'
popular philosophy professor, is
. having an article published soon in
ethics, ;, philos~phical journal. The
article.,. is e~titl"
q,p'~~q .' '.,
..
.., ...... . :·';.d f ,
discusses 'the problem of the"
disagreement possible between
rational people, on moral issues.
Dr. James is investigating the
general philosophical questions of
why people are moral, and toe
validity ofintuition as a ground for
knowledge. He has had three other
papers published on "similar
subjects. and hopes to .some .day
combine them into a book.
Dr. James has been here at.
Bridgewater State College for three
years, and teaches courses in the \
philosophy of science, ethics and
Eastern philosophies. He received
his undergraduate degree at Tufts'
University, and his PhD at the
University of Southern California.
He previously taught. at Bates
College, in Lewiston Maine. He
feels. that his position .here at SSC is
idealfor him, because he is nearJhe
stimulating educational environ;
.ment of Boston, and he has a .great
respect for his colleagues here.

AND

12

MOON

WED., MARCH 21
9:OOAM-l.:OOPM

by Patricia Gasner
Our Philosophy and Religious
Studeis Department is enhanced
this semester by the presence of Dr .
C;harles Carlston, a visiting
professor. He is taking over for
Dean Boyle in teaching 1ntroduc·
!i.on tq t~~ N~w Testatmet;lt,"
,Religion 222.
'.
.. Dr.- Carlston holds the Norris
Chair of New Testament
Interpretation at Andover Newton
TheolOgical School, where he
teaches theological students. He i~
interested in· the· interpretation of' .
the parables of the NewT estament,
and has written a book called The
Parables of the Triple Tradition.
Dr. Carlston is a· Presbyterian
minister, who has also taught at the
University of Dubuque·. and the
University of Iowa, in Iowa City,
Iowa .. He has also had a Fulbright
iResearch Grant in ""est German),',
and has lectured th~e.
(Cont. on p.lO)
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ICOf!1mentary

·1

[Commentary is an opinion column open to all members of the
college community. Opinions expressed in this column a..;-e not
necessarily. held by. The Comment. Also J The Comment :is not
responsible for the veracity or lack thereof of any material
published in th!s col':lmn.--Ed.]
by Sheila Lombard
Recently there appeared in The Comment a two-page advertisement
for Sunset Tours. The tour was one to Daytona Beach during the
College spring break. I would like to take the opportunity to warn anyone
who is considering it of the dangers of going to Florida with Sunset
Tours. rcan speak from experience that Sunset Tours is the biggest ripoff organization going and I feel it is my duty to do so.
At the outset, the offer Sunset tours makes to college students looks
very enticing. The price is a mere $239, and the list of what the price
includes seems to to cover everything needed for a fun-filled vacation
week. Do not be fooled.
During the Spring 1978 break I went to Daytona Beach with a group
from Suff01k University through Sunset Tours. Here is what our price
included:
-Round trip jet transportation
-Lunch on the plane
-8 days and 7 nights at the Holiday Inn. Let me elaborate on my 8
days and 7 nights in the Holiday Inn. The first day was wasted because we
spent four hours outside the hotel with our luggage waiting for rooms.
When we finally received rooms, it was with six people in one room. It
stayed this way for the whole 8 days and 7 nights despite repeated
protestations to our "competenr resident tour director.
oA promised. but non-existant, pool party--no beer, no barbecue,
no compensation.
-Baggage handling was at the airport and hotel (oniy this handling
was done by myself).
-Transfers from airport to hotel and return. The return included a
bus that did not show up. To save money our "'tour guide" tried to herd
approximately forty people in six taxis. When the taxi driver and I
refused, he told me I could walk and told the taxi driver he could go to
hell.
eI have already described some of the services of the resident "tour
director." Not included so far are his abrasive manners, his total lack of
caiing and his ability to have a drink in his hand by eleven in the morning.
.Hotel features were ail included. The reason, I am sure, is because
Sunset Tours had nothing to do with the hotel. Still, it was difficult, with
six girls and all their luggage and accessories to be really comfortable in a
hotel room built for three or four persons ..
• My friends and I also opted to go to Disney World for the day. We
were told to be in the hotel lobby promptly at seven a.m. If we were not
there, the buses would leave without us . We were there. The.buses were
,
. not. They showed up at nine a.m.
.Lastly, there were the hidden charges, On the way to the hotel,
with all my money in Travellers' Checks, safely tucked away in my
suitcase, the resident tour director demanded ten dollars from each of us
on the bus to cover any damages to the hotel. When I asked why this
chargew3$.ootmadeknoWtlhef6re; he tokime b~tauseifwe'hadknoWn
about the charges we would have brought enough money to cover the
extra ten dollars. This way, he reasoned, we would need the money so
we would not damage anything in the hotel. When 1 argued the
unjustness of this and refused to pay. he told me as long as I did no:: po!,!, I
did not get a hotel room. I had to pay.
As a result of all that I have described above, SunsetTours has been
banned from Suffolk University. If you are considering going with Sunset
Tours to Florida. please, think twice.
By the way, the "'competent" tour guide that rhave portrayed happens
to be the owner of Sunset Tours.
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CONSIDER· A CAREER
IN NURSING
~-OPEN

HOD8E--

NEW· ENGLAND BAPTIST HOSPITAL
SCHOOL OF

NURSINQ

PARKER HILI; AVE. BOSTON MA 02120

738-5800

HUMOR

HUMOR

··ext. 269

WEDNESDAY MARCH 28, 1979
9 - l2 ·noon &; 5 - 8 pm

CORDS
DENIMS

Customs Food Previewed
by Robert A. Cote
[Custom Foods, the contractor
handling the food service at ESC,
has expressed an interest in keeping
the contract for another 'three
years. As part of the plan the
company has agreed to provide
even tastier foods in the resident
dining halls. Here are just a few of
the goodies planned for the
upcoming three years.]
Perma-Frost Chicken j
Inspired by the Alaskan Tundra
this taste treat consists of barbecue
chicken parts cooked to perfection
the surface while just below the skin
is cleverly kept frozen. A thawed out
version of this dish is called Discoco
Chicken. Disco Chicken tastes just
like thawed Perma-Frost Chicken
except it moves to the beat pf Night
Fever. (recioe bv KDD)
Seafood Surprise
Need I say more? (recipe by LAS)
" 190 Yd ScroI)son Mea.:t1oaf...
or
Weight Watcher's Delight
This dish is guarenteed to help
even the heftiest of our ranks lose
weight. It contains 200 calories per
ounce. The trick is it takes 300
calories to catch it. (recipe by G.D.)
Shakespeare Shishkabob
Takes like something which the
Bard of Avon himself may have
dined on. On second thou~ht it iust
might be. (recipe by KMT)_
Yum Yum Yogurt
Lemon or Blueberry yogurt spiced
with just the right amount of tomato,

FLARES

onions, lettuce, potato chips,
mustard etc. (recipe by MSB)
Adrian Rond~jeau Tender Cut Steak
You'll see tender steak in Tilly as
often as you the president dines
there. (recipe by HTH»
Velvety Chocolate Pudding
Ever try to swallow a piece of
doth? (recipe by MJM)
Veep David Deep Cream Chip
Beef
Takes you back to Veep Deep's
Marine Corps days. No wonder he
never re-enlisted. (recipe by MR)

Smudin's Delight.
One taste and you realize the true
meaning of drinking to forget.
(recipe by CC)
Scrabbled Eggs
No not scrambled-Scrabbled!
You have a hard time coming up
with words to . describe this
breakfast tid·bit. (recipe by VLS)
Should Custom Foods Services
be awarded the contract for the
next three years. The above are just
a few from the. many new and
exciting recipes that we will be
treated to.

From Bruin's Den:

Your Questions Answered
1 have remained silent long
enough. Who am I? I am Bruin and
this weekly column is cal1ed FROM
BRUIN'S DEN. I have decided that I
have remained silent much too long.
There are many. questions being
.asked by students that are going
unanswered. I feel that I should
answer them.
.
DEAR BRUIN,
Who is Adrian Rondileau and
what does he do?
D. Mand
Dear D. Marid,
According to current literature on
SsC, Adrian Rondileau is the
President of the college. However,
according to informed (?) sources,
whenever he appears to make a
p€rsonal appearance, you are
actually being deceived by a
sophisticated robot. My sources
inform me that the voice behind the
robot is actually that of a Dean of
Students.
ASetewhat he does, the robot has
beenproSrammed to make a series
of personal appearances and to
speak a few unintelligible words (
courtesy of the Dean of Students).
. The last known appearance of the·
robot was when it stuck its head out
of the President's office and noticed
it was being observed. The· robot
then immediately withdrew back to
the safe confines of the office.
DEAR BRUIN,
Why is Al Silva President of the
'SGA andwhy doos he have a beard?
B. Yond
Dear B. Yond,
No .one else would take the job
and he is actually Richard M. Nixon
in disguise.·

Vear G. Wiz,
Payoff your professors.
DEAR BRUIN,
I'm in real trouble. My girl just ran
off with the house mother. My sister
is on heroine. My father was
arrested for committing incest with
. hissi~ter, my mother is having an
affair with my roomate. My
fraternity brothers smoked all my
hash, and now I'm going cold
turkey. My professors are putting
the screw to me and to top it off, I'm
one credit short of graduating. What
should I do?
D. Spared
Dar D. Spared,
You are a born loser and beyond
my help.· My' suggestion-- end it all.
DEAR BRUIN,
I am a freshman, blonde, 5' 11",
125 pounds, 38-22-34 and am very
talented. I went out with everybody
in high school and indulged in every
kind of activity (including a few
illegal ones). However, I can't seem
to get a date. My question is: What is
the" rat", where is it and how do I go
about getting a date?
A-Nimmfe
Dear.A. Nimmfe •
Rat, accord~ng to Webster's

DEAR BRUIN,
How do Igo about choosing the
proper courses at Bridgwwater? .
C. Mee
Dear C. Mee,
.
.
Hang the course catalOgue on the .
wall, take five darts and throw them
at the catalogue. You now have the
proper coursss.

. DEAR BRUIN,

STRAIGHTS

HUMOR

Last semester I was on academic
probation. How~do I get off it? .
G. Wiz

dictionary, is a long tailed rodont,
larger· than a mouse. Howver, I
believe the "Ratti you are referring to
is the bar located downstaris in the
Student Union Building. T answer
your last question, I will need your
name, address and phone n~rnber,
and we will discuss 'by candlelight.
Keep sending those letters in an I
will keep answering them. No
question is too hard or ridiculous for
this column.
Rat, according to Webster's'
dictionary, is a long tailed rodent,
larger than a mouse. However, I
believe the "Rat" your referring to is
the bar located downstairs in the
Student Union Building. To
answer your last question, will
need your:name, address and phone
number, and we will discuss by
candlelight.
Keep sending those letters in and
I will keep answering them. No
question is too hard or ridiculous for
this column.

r

(The opanlons expressed
herein are those of BRUIN and
have nothing to do with Ed~toral
policy.]

Attention April Fools
It has been brought to our
attention that certainstud.ents
who have. a rather unhealthy
appetite for humor, generally
regarded as questionable, are
planning a spoof on The
Comment in the very near
future. Details are sketchy at-the
moment, but rumor has it such .
materials are being tur.ned in at
The Comment. office in brown
paper· bags.
- I
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Swim,stuftsp'i e and
sprint yourwaytothetQP.

In the Schlitz·
Intramural Olympics..
A new program that lets you 'pit yourself
and your team against others in y o u r '
school to win the right to represent yoUr
school in one of the 16 r'egional playoffs.
Regional champs then go on to the
S'chlitzNational Finals May 5 and 6,1979,
to vie for the title of best intramural team
.. 'in the country. See 'your intramural
director for,compl:etedetails, today.

'Schlitz makeS it great.
I

c 1979 J OS, Schlitz Brewing Co, Milwaukee, Wis,

~
L,.,.!

,
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The Arts

.Program Committee:

Barbara Mettler
Dances
at
BSe
AIRPLAY

by Darth B. Virtue and Denise Martin
New Music, Birthday D.J., Santana, and Parliament.

*****

Boy, did you guys miss a couple of hot concerts last week. Sunday,
The Fools, Sass, James Montgomery, and J. Geils appeared at the
Orpheum in a quietly publicized concert that was a blowout. The Fools
(Psycho Chicken, Night for Beautiful Girls) are as yet unsigned by any
record companies. I know that ifl had a company... Santana himself gave
a little guitar workshop in the Boston Garden Monday night and gave a
fine showing of his new album Inner Secrets. He also pulled some of his
oldies out of the bag. His back-up band was no slouch at all. Eddy Money,
a rock in' roller, just 04t with his second LP, may have gained himself a
few more fans. He toured with the Stones last summer and I
predict his back-up career may be winding down. He is ready to headline.
We all can be grateful that none of us (hopefully) were at the North Shore
Coliseum to catch Parliament. The 5,000 would-be gate-crashers caused
quite a hassle forthe understaffed security force. Frank J. (producer)
Russo declined comment on the furture of Rand B on the North Shore.
Too bad.
.

*****

If you're into Rand B or disco, then you've probably a1ready heard this
week's disc jockey of the week. Terry Giove has been at WBIM for three
years. On Monday nights, she is the disco d.j. from 942. During this time
slot she brings you the top nine disco songs plus one to look oltt for. She
also features a special artist for a half hour of her show. Terry is also
heard on Sundays from 5-8 and Monday afternoons from 1-3 when she
plays the Best In Music. Terry is a 'junior at BSC and is a physical
education major and a psychology minor. Not bad for someone who just
turned seventeen today. Congradulations and Happy Birthday Terryl
Keep on jumpin'!!
.

*****

Keep your ears open for AI Silva's shows on Mondays from 7-11,
Wednesdays from 7·11, and on Fridays from 9-11. A hard rocker down
deep, Al softens your mornings with a "'folky-punk" touch along with
class cancellations, Hock Talk, and his overall cool self-composure.

*****

Jim F~rrell successfully completed another. new music Tuesday
afternoon, and Francine Amari will do the same. Keep your ears open for
McGuinn, Clark and Hillman, Jan Park Band, Bad Co., Gulliver, The
Police, Eddy Money, Joe Jackson: . .Tuesday and Thurs,day
afternoons WBIM ·features ail new music from 1-3 p.m. al!d' on
Wedne~days The New Release Feature LP plays in its entirety af 2:00.

*****

,

If you're in desperate need for money (and who isn't these days?) ,
make sure you listen to the Jobline weekdays at 9:15, 12:15, and 4:15.
.••..... ....••
i •.••..•
**~*.'Ir
·Hey;·yolr'atlhave·a;nne
vacation; 'arid· hit'-tffe' record .sfores',"ana"~
support BCN, and listen to the George Thorogood album, and save your
copies of Free Bird, and help out aroundthe house, and .. .OVER AND
OUT:
.
.
.

**********

Calendar
.Outside Bridgewater

Current~~P'aybo'y of the Western'World by John Millington Synge
will be at the Lyric Stage Company, 54 Charles Street, Beacon Hill,
Boston, until March 24th; Performances are Wednesqays-Fridaysat 8
p.m. and Saturdays at 5 and 8 p.m. Tickets are $4, $4.50, and $5.50,
depending on day chosen. Group, senior cit'izen, and student discounts
available. There is a Dinner Theatre package with The Hampshire
House (84 Beacon Street). For more information and reservations, call .
742-8703.
.
. March 9-April 14-..Jack the Ripper will be playing at the Trinity'·
Square Repertory Theatre. Tickets are on sale at the theatre box office,
201 Washington Street, Providence, R.I. For ticket reservations and
further information, call the box office at (401) 3'51-4242.
March 23,24,30, 31--The Hingham-Civic Music Theatre presents
Funny Girl starri,ngBSC's Laurie Sindone. Performances are at 8:00
p.m. in the Hingham High Auditorium. Tickets.are $3.50, senior citi~ens
and students $2.50. For. group rates· and more 'information, call
749-1585~ 383-0615, or 837~2535.
.
. March 24-May 6--A Doll's House by Henrik Ibsen will be at the New
England Repertory Theatre in Worcester. Performances will be every
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday at 8:00 p.m., and Sund,ay at 2:00 p;m.
Preview performances are at 8:00 p.m. on March 21,22, and 23. New
England Repertory Theatre is located at the corner of Oxford and
Chatham Streets· in the historic Crown Hill district near downtown
Worcester. Tickets are $3.50-$5.00. For more information, call (617) 7988685.
.
April 7·. .The Brockton Community Scho01 Cultural Committee aiIl
present the New England Conservatory Ragtime Ensemble in the
Brockton High School Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are priced at
$5.00 for adults and $4.00 for students and senior citizens, and may be
purchased at the Brockton Community School office. Tickets will be
mailed. if a check and self-addressed stamped. envelope are sent to:
Ragtime, Brockton Community Schools, 43 Crescent Street, Brockton,
MA 02401. For additional information, call 580-7597.

Bridgewater
, March 14--SevenDays to Noon, the Academy Award-winning
film, will be .shown at the Bridgewater· Public Library at 8:00 p.m.
Admission is free.
April 1, 2--Julia will be shown in the Student Union Auditorium at
6:30 p.m. onAJ:?rill,and at 3:00 p.m. on April 2. Admission is $.75 with a
BSC ID, $1.25 for the pub,lic. Sponsored by the S;U.P.C.

The Barbara Mettler Dance I
Company, whose home is in
Tucson, Arizona, will be in
Bridgewater to show the thoroughly
unique work of Barbara Mettler in a
program of group dance
improvisation at Bridgewater State
College on April 4, at 7:30 pmin the
Student Union Ballroom. The kind
of dance shown by this group is pure
dance, independent of dramatic and
musical themes, .of costume and
stage setting. Every movement is
improvised, every theme grows out
of the feeling of the group.
The performance, sponsored by
the Student Union Program
Committee, will be presented in an
arena-tpye setting to allow the
. audience to experience dance as a
three·dimensiona1 art and, in this
more intimate setting to share in the
feeling for the creative process as
-the dance evolves. Tickets are $1.00
BSC, $3.00 for public.
. Many residents of Massachusetts
are familiar with Barbara Mettler's
work through her books and films
while a large number have gone to
Tucson for intensive study at
Mettler Studios. Cora Miller Wells,
a faculty member in the
Communication Arts and Sciences
Department and Physical Education.
Department at Bridgewater State
College, was a student and assistant
The Barbara Mettler Dance Company will be in the S.u. Auditorium
of Mettler's for many years as well as
Wednesday, April 4 at 7:30 p.m.
a member of her first dance
novice
dancers, are invited to Painting in India, Printmaking -in
company, based in New Hampshire
attend. Tickets for the workshop Italy: Renaissance to Rococco,
in the eafIy 1950's.
Saints, Sinners and the Holy
For Mettler, returning to New are $1.50 BSC and $3.00 public.
Sacrament; Etching and Engraving
England is a home-coming as she
in Color, and Neoclassical New
lived and worked there for twenty
England.
years. Mettler established her first
To check out the .membership
studio in New York City in 1934.
cards
simply come to the Student
by
Stephen
J.
Gray
Later she moved to a farm in New
, Alas the war is over and the battle Union Information Booth next to
Hampshire, where she conducted a
regular summer school until moving done. Another eight weeks of the Director's Office. You ·can
to Boston in 1954, whic;h remained planning and booking has come to reserve the cards for the date you
her headquarters until 1960. Since an end. It seems like yesterday when want them come and exchange your
1963, Mattler has maintained an the first band fired off its first sOf\.gs to. for the cards. After your visit,
internationally-known studio in and the last band marched off in return the cards and receive your
Tucson.
.
bitter defeat. I thank everyone for LD.
Mettler has become known as a their comments about the band on
true poineer in the dance field and, last Saturday. I'm sorry you were so
although many of her concepts on disappointed but I agree with you
The S.U. Program Committee is
the nature of dance as a creative art that Rosen Schontz should' have
activity have been assimilated by the been on a week night, for the planning a week devoted to the life
dance community at large, the misplanning I am forever indebted style of women today. Topics to ve
primary focus of her work is still to you, but one out of 4,389 isn't a covered will be ERA, women's
changing career roles, wife and
radical: she seeks the roots· of all .bad record for four years at BSC.
dance experience in pure dance as
I'd like to comment on the Rock child abuse, our bodies, ourselves.
the natural, universal language of 'n' Roll article last issue. It has come This will take place May 1,2,3.
movement and as the free to my attention that there is a wide'
expression of individual and group variety of music tastes here. on
feeling. Her life-long work is well campus. I try, as the Entertainment
The S.U. Program Committee is
demonstrated by her company in Chairperson, to educate as much of
coll€{...dve1y improvised group the campus as possible. The two in the· process of planning a
·dance.
major night. clubs, last semester weekend trip to Montreal sometime
The .dancers in the Barbara Oak and Zaitchek Bros. portrayed this Spring. Enjoy a weekend in a
Mettler Dance Company,' five the best in rock 'n' roll, anywhere. European city rightover the border.
young men ~pd women, were drawn Then we had the disco Energetics The cost of the trip will be well below
from all ov~r the country: Christine next well have'the Shittons, a 50's $100.00, which inclu.des 2
Gdffin lroniMaine, Gregory.Czekaj rock 'n'roll on April 21, and we'll end nights'accomodations, bus
transportation, taxes, and tips.
from Michigan, KeIlJulliardform . with Ray Ge music on May 12th.
Kentucky, Beverly Ryan from
Keep your eyes open for further
We've had disco-disco, countryLouisiana, and Mary BensOli from western, oldies, summer disco,' information.
South Dakota. They are not only va1entine, soft rock and· disco. By
. dancers but-· also teachers and
the facts I've written clown I must
assistants to Mettler.
say you must have witnessed only a
Mettler's company has recently
:few. of our events. But..fion't get
toured. California and Arizona in
discouraged, rock 'n roll is not dead
A seminar called Death: A lesson
addition to. maintaining a full
on this campus, ifs just intermingled Jor the. Liuing will be presented by
schedule of program and classes in
to please everyone. I hope I've Warren Dahlin of the Brockton
Tucson public and private schools
cleared up some of your Multi-Service Center. He will
and schools for the handicapped.
misconceptions.
present Elizabeth Kubler-Ross' five
They have danced on Indian
Don't be caught without seeing Stages of Death. Other topics will be
reservations as well as outdoors in
the center of downtown Tucson, the' rock 'n roll Band Frederic how children develop their attitudes
Martin Band on this Thursday towards death, suicide: preventive
and their· work has enthralled
audiences representing many (tonite) from 7-11 in the Rat. Enjoy measures, grief: impact and'
your last night.
intervention,how Eastern and
different cultural groups.
The BarbaraMettl~r Dance . Thanks BSe you've been Western religions deal with .death .
and the pra.cess of life review. There
Company is also featured iri afilm,'A excellent.
P.S. Have a great vacation, drive will be time for discussion
New Direction in Dance, produced
afterwards. The session will be at
by Mettler Studios and just released carefully and God bless all·of you.
P.P.S. Get prepared for next the end of~April.
in January. The film, which was
recently showl! 011 KUAT-TV, the' quarter's (Last· for Seniors)
'
Tuscon PBS· affiliate station, entertainment.
documents large .group dance
improvisation, with' seventeen
by J.G.
dancers showing extraordiriaty
Take advantage of the Student
CHApTER 9-THE. MUMMy
unity of feeling and expression.
Union membership on the Museum
WALKS
A special dance work, sponsored Of Fine Arts by che,cking out the Professor Hargraves, after finding
by the.Creative Dance Club, will be cards which entitle'you to free ~.mtrance to the locked room
held April 3 from 6·9:30 in the S.U. admission! Special exhibitions
releases the hidden ladder
Ballroom. All, experienced or· include: The qrand Mogul: Imperial .
(cont. on p. 7)

Entertainment
Weekly

Women's Week

Montreal

Seminar on Death

l

l

Museum Passes

Perils of Pauline
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Rock at 25--Part VI: 1971-1974
by Joe McDonald
1971 was a year of change in style
as popular music went from

hard/acid rock to a softer style of
mU5ic. To celebrate this change,
James Taylor appeared on the

Ensemble Theatre:

''Emperor'' Opens
Where Are YOU?
Where were you 10 years ago this
week? If the answer is watching
Children's Theatre's first
production; Rapunzel and the,
Witch, then you are entitled to a free'
ticket to our tenth year anniversary
production, The Emperor's New
Clothes. You may come down to
the theatre box office any time
today or Friday to tell us about
Rapunzel and receive your free
ticket to Saturday's show. If you
didn't see this show then and need a
. nice way to start off your vacation,
Cildren's Theatre has just the thing

for you. Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
Student Union auditorium this
year's production of The Emperor's
New Clothes will be shown. Tickets
are only one dollar and can be
bought at the door the day of
performance.
Emperor is a fun filled children"s
musical designed for kids of all ages.
So don't be shy; come down and
have a good time, and give your
imagination a challenge; The
Emperor's New Clothes A Tenth
Anniversary Production.

Perils of Pauline

(cont. from p. 6)
well to save Pauline and Bob. taking
a plane to New York, they arrive at
the museum where the third half of
the disk is hidden; but not before Dr.
Bashen. Dodge, Professor
Hargraves' secratary, falls into a vat
of plaster. Pauline finds the disk in a
vase and runs out of the museum
only to be sinfully grabbed by Dr.
Bashan's henchman Fang. Dodge,
mistaken for a mummy, menacingly I
advances toward Pauline and her.
captor. Running. down the stairs
with a Central Park scream on her
lips, and more moves than O.J.
Simpson, drops the vase and it
explodes!
CHAPTER 10-NIGHT ATTACK
Recovering from the shock of the
·explosion, Pauline retrieves the
third part of the disk. Consulting a
fellow professor, Professor
Hargraves deciohers the formula.

Bob and Pr~fessor Hargraves
decide that the formula should be
hidden by Pauline on her person,
somewhere below the neck. Fang,
meanwhile, is lurking outside,
keeping tabs on Pauline. At last,
Pauline and Dodge were left alone in
the, house. As Dodge was drowsing,
Pauline seductively draped herself
across the couch. With passion in
her eyes she awakens Dodge and
tells him she is retiring. Fang, Dr.
Bashan, and a third henchmen
watch Pauline go to bed, shoes and
all. With hunger in their eyes and
lust in their hearts they slithered
toward Pauline. After a prolonged
period of drooling, they begin to
search her. She awakens and she
screaches. Fang unmercifully
snatches her from the safe confines
other bed. Next-'1nto the Flames of
Ecstacy."

The Mother Box:

Marking Time
by Bob Buckley
Have you ever heard of Murphy's Laws? There are six of them. They
cover every random perversity that Can strike a person down and put
him out for the count. Of the six, three concern me this week. .
First law: if anything can go wron_g it will. If you read last week's
installment, you'd be expecting a piece on women on T.v. True to form,
though, that particular story has been temporarily shelved. You see, the
. dreaded deadline doom has once again wreaked havoc with my'
schedule.This column was supposed to run last week and last week's the
week before.
Law number two: left to themselves, things will go from bad to worse.
My deadline problems were bad enough until we realized that we start
vacation next week. In all fairness;I wouldn't been right about opening
up a two -part treatise. on women, and have to wait three weeks to wrap it
up.
Law number three: if everything is going smoothly, you've overlooked'
something. With all the hassles over the past few weeks my planning has
gone fudgy. Usually I have a filler column for when life's little emergencies
pop-up. So, I trotted on over to my file cabinet, and it was -empty.
Anyway, as preperation for when, ~e get back, I h~ve a few hOI1lew~rk
assignments for you. Watch CharlIe s Angels (see, If you can stand It) '..
Stop .susan Williams (part of the NBC trilogy Cliffhangers and Qne
Life to Live-(2:00p.m. A.B.C.) and take notes. There.maybe a qUIZ.

March first issue of Time magazine.
A new decade in music had begun.
Music fans quickly accepted
Taylor's -Sweet Baby James and
helped open the doors for the
singer/songwriter. Soon people like
Cat Stevens, Harry Nilsson, Carole
King, Joni Mitchell and Jim Croce
flooded the airwaves and playlists.
On June 19, Carole King's Tapestry
began it's 15 week reign at number
one. The album remained on the
charts for over five years.
Don McLean recorded American
Pie, a song dedicated to Buddy
Holly. Country rock took a hold on
.America in the form of Poco,
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young,
'Loggins and Messina, and Rick
Nelson and the Stone Canyon
Band. Southern music by the
Allman Brothers and Charlie
Daniels grew in popularity as did the
jazz sound of Chicago and Blood,
Sweat and Tears. Meanwhile, Yes,
Pink Floyd, and Emerson, Lake and
Palmer were making waves in
Britain.
A piece of rock and roll history
took place on July 31 when two
charity shows were held at Madison
Square Garden to aid Bangladesh.
George Harrison and sitarist Ravi
Shankar were joined by Bob Dylan,
Ringo Starr, Eri_c Clapton, Leon

Spare Parts
by D.G. Palmer
Spare Parts is finally under way,
yet the producers are far from
satisfied at the results of the first
three shows.
Producer Gene Manning and
Associate Producer Joe McDonald
have run into several problems in
putting the show together. The first
is the lack of people on the staff.
McDonald stated, 'When we filmed
our first show, there were only four
people in the studio, Now we're
starting to pick up m<?re people but
we still need a lot more help." The
second problem dealt with material.
"Currently Jim Parr, Mike
Bezoenik, Bob Cote and myself are
writing most of the material. There
are only so many ideas we can
continue to rehash, McDonald
stated.
Lastly, McDonald talked about
time. "Due to the fact that others
use the studio,. we have only four .
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Starting February 21, every Wednesday between 6 and
10 p.m., you will be able to enjoy everything at Pizza Hut
in Bridgewater for 1/2 PRICE! That's 50% .off, with a.
. college I.oD. (Must be 18 with drive. r. '5 lic.en.se~to.pu. rchase n'."
alcoholic beverages.)
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hours in which to tape and egit the
production. So we really. have to S
pU$h in order to turn out a half hour ,.1
every week." Because of these
problems (and the lack of both a '~
substantial audience and a stable .§
time slot), the producers have ~
ll ,
decided once again to overhaul the SU
show in an effort to salvage it.
Currently, the producers are
trying to' establish a daily showing
time in the Union. 1s is hoped to be R
sometime between 10 a.m. and 1 ~
p.m. There will also be a slight
change in format. "We don't really
R
have a direction or purpose for the
show. So after vacation, we will'
lattempt to be both informative and
.

10lDIY IIGIIT DRIIKS $1.25

C.ontfnuoul music and dancing III night. long. Dance contest
Monday - $75.OG flrat prize '- $25.00 socond prize. Every_ w8lccme to enter!! •

Russell and others. Later in the featured the Allman Brothers, the
year, Led Zepplin recorded Band and the Grateful Dead. On a
Stairway to Heaven which became dismal note, Jim Croce, just
the anthem of the 70's.
beginning to enjoy his success, was
During 1971, we lost Jim ,killed in an airplane crash in
Morrison (July 3) to a heart attack Louisiana (October 20). He has had
and Duane Allman was killed in a the greatest number of posthumous
mototcycle accident on October . charted records.
29th. This tragedy occured on the
By January 1974, Croce had two
verge of the band's greatest top albums in the U.S. On April 6,
commercial successes,Eat Q Peach ABBA won the Eurovision Song
and Brothers and Sisters.
Contest and was promptly signed to
1972 had Stevie Wonder joining a recording contract. They have
the Rolling Stones as a supporting been called the biggest selling group
act. He received great receptions in the history. of recorded music.
throughout the tour. Also in the Later in the year, the first California
same year, Linda Ronstadt anri Jam was held at the Ontario Motor
Jackson Browne began recording. Speedway. 200,000 turned out to
They soon became the respective see Emerson, Lake and Palmer,
queen and king of mellow rock. Late Deep Purple, Biack Sabbath, Black
in the year, one of the heavy metal Oak Arkansas, the Eagles, Seals
staples of the late sixties, Grand and Crofts, and Earth, Wind and.
Funk Railroad, released their Fire. The event was hailed as
comeback album, Pheonix. It died "l musical achievement in that it was
and one year later We're an the most controlled outdoor
-American Band was released. This concert ever. As a critic once said of
is considered one of the best albums the concert; ''No births, no deaths
of an time ..
and very few errors."
There were two incredibly
1974 was the year of the disco
important events in 1973: one happy boom. It was started by songs like
and the other tragic. The former, Rock the Boat, Rock Your Baby,
held in May in Watkins Glen, New and Neuer Can Say Goodbye.
York, was an outdoor festival. it was Tying, in with disco is what is known
one of the biggest since Woodstock as the ~Miami sound." This style of
as 600,000 attended. The concert music was largely fueled by TK's
.K.C. and the Sunshine Band. In the
years since it's inception, disco has
become a multi billion dollar
business.
One last note. In late 1974, four
young men from New York entered
a studio to record their first album.
McDonald stressed the need for These four unknown, and for the
assistance. If you want to join the most part untalented, musicians
staff or just contribute ideas, Joe were from the Alice. CooperjDavid
can be found hanging out at The Bowie school of glitter-shock and
Comment and Gene doing the schlack rack. In the last four years,
same at WBIM. Also there is a the band has become not only an
mailbox in the Info. Booth where institution, but a money making
completed scripts can be submitted, machine. The band is KISS.
Currently the show can be seen on
Next time, I'll wrap up the whole
the TV's in the Union foyer or on the ball of wax by covering the years
Libr ary Dial Access Unit (just punch 1975-1978. I'll take a look at the teen
up 550). Without the.· needed idols of the late seventies, and then
support, Spare Parts will go on, but gaze into the crystal ball to see what
lacking the quality that the the musical future has in store for
producers want.
us.

Night .~

Take a break om e· books and
LET YOVRSELFGOTO PIZZA HUT
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Kaia-·Happy one month! I loVe you a lot, babe.
Keep trying with your show. I know you can do
it. Love always, Poosko

Classifieds

To the girls at the airport: Pete J. wishes you
high times. At our next party, we will invite Eric
and Shawn so that Eve doesn't think they are
stuck up all the time. Hopefully. Paula will
come too_ Sign me, a by·stander.

for sale

ride/riders

8 Track for car with two speakers·$10. Sheep
skin coat· medium size, $50. Call 697·6976, or
697·8128.

Ride needed Mon.-Fri. South Plaza, Rt 28 to
BSC before 10 a.m. BSC to Brockton after 7
pm. Call Louis,at 584·4375. Will pay for gas

Wilson T2000,used a dozen times. Call
Bob Avery, 697·7298 or 697·8585.
Bundy Flute··$75. Call 691-6470 afternoon
and evening

Need a ride to Florida? (Ft. Lauderdale,
Daytona, MiamL) We have room for up to 4
people in a van. One way riders to or from
Florida $49. Round trip riders - $80. Call now·
limited space and time. Must call before Feb.
26. Steve·-947-8722 Or 586-9655,

AKG's, Kl40 headphones for outputs 4·600
Ohms. Made in Austria. Used a dozen times.
Cat! Bob Avery 697·8585 or 697·7298.

services

1969 LTD FORD '. LOW Mll.EAGE· 79,000.
$325.00 or best offer. Call 697·6470 afternoon
and evening.

T errn papers typed. One week notice please.
Can 843-6324.

Nikko Nr·315 Am·Fm Stereo Receiver (30
watts per channel) 2 KLH Speakers. BSR 2260
Turntable,asking $2S0. Excellent Condition.
Call Mark· 697·7218.

Typing Service·- We type anything from term
papers to manuscripts-- quickly, effiCiently.
Free pick-up and delivery. Keating Home
Typing Service, 588-9343 or 586-6889.

David, Hark, and Reese·-Did you have a nice
party last Saturday night? Sorry I couldn't
make it! Have a nice Valentine's Day and Don't
forget to G.F.l.! Peggy
Laurie: Please stop fogging up the car
windows. You are the only one who never
stops talking from Norwood to Bridgewater
every time we come down. We even put Barry
on to help, but it didn't. Also don't worry about
the drinking age. Your friends.
To the cows-·Keep up that mooing spirit.
Remember Eric and Shawn are coming! Peter
is thinking about it but he is stuck up. Me?
People of 7C·-After flunking your first
inspection you had better get in step with the
rest of the world. Crumbs and the like don't
(cut it! Ellie, what color is your coat. The next
.inspection will be at 0600 hr. and everything
'; will be standing tall. The General

Kenwood KT·5S00. Am·Frn Stereo Tu~er.
Brand New $70.00. Call Mike 697·8426 after 4
pm.

personals

Joe, learn how to drink. After 5 years at
- Bridgewater, people still ask, is Joe passed out
yet? Please go to the· AA meetings at the
Catholic Center, you mongrel. Bob

STEREO Nova·6 Speakers 8 Woofer 3"
Tweeter 30·20,000 HZ 60· Watts Walnut
Cabinet 20 x 12 x 10 New tin boxes $130.00
pair. KLH Amplifier and Garrard Turntable
unit with speakers IS watts RMS per channel
8 Woofer and 3"Tweeter 4Q watts .$100.00

Kathy,Cheryl,Midge, and the3rd floor 9runks.
I always saip I'd write a personal because you
never got one form anyone else. Time to have
a good tim€~and to forget the8 o'clock classes
(right Midge?) Well, see you later space
'cadets. (Th.2 final frontier.)

As has how often been the rule, moral and! or
intellectu~1 deliberations cause' endless
rumination. Warning! The Surgeon
Philosopher has determined that this is
dangerous to the health of certain BSC
scholars. Remember what happened to
Schlick. Sign up--Rudolf Carnap

Minolta 450 E 110 Camera with exposure light
and settings. Focus settings and closeup lens
too. This is a high quality 110 camera which
regularly sells for $89.00 but I must sac for
$40.00. Call697·8321 ext.395 and ask for John
in room 428 after 4 p.m.

Joe R. Sorry Joe, about the bruise. This is a
belated note but I wanted you to know I didn't
mean to mark you. Smile and don't be a
stranger. Love S.

N

W

Bass Amp; Stage 450,100 watt peak ·2 months
old ··$250. Also, Montaya Bass Dual Pick·ups
amd pick-up control switch. $75. Call 383-4876
and ask for Karen.
VW Snow Tires. Good condition. $30. Call
828·0688. Ask for Bob:

i

MOONERS: Come out of your pant. Join in
the Gang Moon at the Student Union Lobby.
FOXES WELCOME on March 15, 1979 at
High Noon.•

Sharon M-J haven't written you a note in a long
time but I think about you and how you are
doing. How are 1:0U doing? J.E. T. (Twinnie)
(s'iJ vous plait)T-Toni-.L.I.T., N.l.T., J£T.,
and J.O.T. ask,· "It's 2 o!dock in the morning.
When are you <;oming home?H and "Get out of
my bed·-! want tn sleepr

I

housing

I.1

Wan tecl;"b;;;i --f~h1~t~rodhim~f~' 'yo'r' 'th~

!

summer vacation. Bridgewater; rent
reasonable·have own bedrool'Q. For more
information, contact Charlotte, at' 69707279.
Cape Cod Summer Rental·close to beaches
and stores in SYarmouth. Sleeps 6. Asking
only 2300 for the summer season. Call 244·
8~87.

Looking to share year round apartment with 2
or 3 fer.nales close to campus (Must find apt.)
Call Ramona ··834-4622, 834-9075.
Single fe~ale willing to share expenses of an
apartment-Am willing to relocate within 15
miles of Middleboro.

wanted

'blnda';;'l~m'gladyoudli!ntt diStt)rhtheQlfeb~

man in his sleep,it's more fun to disturb him
when he's awake. If you start singing .0
Canada 111 know something is definitely
wrong. P.S. I'm not g()i'1g to let you go to
Florida'with him un<::haperoned so Rich and I
are coming along.
Goobers·congratulations on losing ten
pounds. That lasagna dinner is looking good!
Your paging system works so ·well...what's
your secret? Love; robin'
To the Hobbits in Dave's van: Hello! Just
wanted to say I enjoued the sightseeing tour of
South BOston immen~e)y. We should do 'it
again real soon; Well, I must txe off as I am'
taking my three children to H.awaii after the
divorce. Best wishes, siBned I hat~ Jirnmies_

Hey Armond, throw mama

frorr;~he train a

kiss.
.. -

...

Almond Joy: To the best·looking kid that
works at the candy counter. We think the
service is great and we11 be back for me.
Signed, the ~wildN Lebanese woman and Poof
No.1
Drake's Fruit Pies··1 wanted to put this in to
ask you "'What's wrong picturer and to please
explain to Shera what a turd is. Thanks, and
have a happy B-Day. Love, Myron, Whimp.
Farnum
People who move in on their friend's love must
be pretty hard up. A.P. Philosopher
Ernie C.--Thanks for the wine. Next timeyoull
have to come for supper and/or 111 take a rain
check for pizza or a drink. Maybe, the
~~ine irnagewill 9rea.k.,D.T.
.
Congratulations to the cutest and sweetest
little sister, Audrey. for being so perverted on
the Dating Game. I knew you'd wino-you take
after your big sis. Keep up the good work and
you11 easily· make it through pledging. No
matter what anyone says, we're not airheac:ls!
Love, Spico
To my pooh: Thanks for the best five months
of my life. Your thoughts of lo~e (nightgowns,
flowers, poems, and rings and things) inake it
all very special to me. The ring will not coine off
as long as ourlove lasts, and that is forever.
Mary Cooney and Ann: Did the water Sunday
night quench your thirst? A bit salty, huh?
Cooney, why was the bat}:lroomdoorknob
slimy? We heard someone put vaseline on it.
Moral: Never trust anyone witH' your keys.
Sorry, Ann. Love, Spaulding and Tigger

.
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Classified Ad Form

Dear Mike··J am a therapeutic technician
ready, willing, and able to help. I haven't lost a
customer. yet. A night With me is better than
one of your cans of Stay·Hard. Signed JCJPD

.-

T&E

Circle Heading:

..

~

lost & feund

for sale
housing

,

I

.'

services
personals

wanted

Career girl--Are you still playing hard to get or
is it my imagination? Or do you still think I'm
using you for, your fireplace and. Hawaiian
punch. I think you're the oversexed one, not
me. If you were Italian I'd marry you tomorrow.
But...Mr. Sincere
To Nanci: I want to thanK' you for being who
you are, and for doing so much for me when
the animals on your farm were all against me.
You do so much for me and sOmetimes I don't
feel that I do enough for you.

ride/riders
OTHER

JoAnne--G,aod weekend, huh? Next should be
decent, toot Which one of 16 will you take? Or
which two, or three? 10:00-10:30. Pool tables
Li1 Earl's next Saturday, be there! Sick of you
stealing g1asses·-my mo~her knows. Clean the
wall down cellar. Oh I forgot. zlove, K.
Peggy, Patti, Mary Therese, MB and JB··Life
at 2A is sometimes cinfusing, but I'm learning
to stay alert. You've been good for me; I've
grown and I thank you. May the rest of the year
'be as good as the first haIl. Love, number six.

."

,
"
I

!

Classifieds are free fot' all students, fal:ulty, staff, and administration of sse.
For all ot~rs, rates are $1.50 .per I:olumn inch.
National advertising tate (outside Mass.) is $2.94 per colu.mn inch.

To AI--the back,seat of your car was like
heaven to me. Too bad the springs broke in the
back seat cushions. I still can't figure out if that
was the spring or the real thing. I don't knOw
how to explain the scars on my thigh to
Manard.

Name/phone:
Address:
Total amount encl()s~d (non-student):.

"

Nand, Metree, Cherry. Babe one in the same?
I bet yOU) never thought you'd get a personal
from me!. Thanks for lending an ear to my
gripes. We should plan to go to.the M. or,S.

sometime. Watch out, Wood attracts mice.
Take care. Blue
Bob-·On coils, IgmtlOn to positive (+).
Distributor to negative (-}.lfyouconnect both
to positive, you will melt wire and points.
Sincerely. Backyard hack.
To the girl who lives right across the Hall from
me in three short Pope-·l just want to say, I
honestly approve of this new relationship of
yours, and I want to wish you the best of luck
with it. Please don't mind when I ~milk you.Moo
Hi Bozo. I'm glad I got the chance to finany
meet you. It was so nice of you to send me a
Valentine's Day card. Don't forget to check
your mail box! If you can't score in your game
why don't you score in mine. Beth
Dear Miss ~Seen any Corinthian Columns
lately:· I may not draw a straight line, but at
least I find interesting things to do with ITIY
time-·like classifying rocks??!!· Anyways, dlCi
you pass your 1.Q. test?!f so, was it the adult or
the preschool version? Dying to know, V.D:

To Jody: K.B. know5 what she wants but she
doesn't know who she wants it from. The
Scoop
HEINY--Happy one month! I hope there
will be many more. I love you. Sweet Pea
To Joe: You little cutie·pie. We're so close and
yet so far_ Let's get to the ·root of reality·
together! My eyes can even sparkle at 9 a.m.!
Meet me at the music loung and we can listen
to *American Woman- together. Love. ·Guess
Who·
Vienna Circle: Dr. Tex here, just a reminder
about your mid-term exams. I hope you three
are well· prepared, as it will constitute for ~
your grade. So Matt. Mike, and Andrew, lay off
the eggs and hit those books.
Dearest Brown Eyes-·First of all it's not Xof
the girls, it's 7:\. And don't be too sure about
those jamrnies- you think you have. It just
happenS that was the third pair I bought this
.year. By the way. I've been taking dancing
lessons. Slow dancing, of course.

To the "'Disco Bunch- at 1206: There will be no
more banana bunch. The ·Chourish bunch- is
out to gross. The Chourlsh police is on patrol.
The real thing could pop up at any time. Need
it; want it; got to have it.

To the librarian: I've noticed you working
Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday in the library.
Everytime I see you at the checkpoint my
bindings bend and my pages flip. I've seen you
around campus with your green ski coat and
blue ski hat. I'd like to read between your
covers! Your admirer.

Laurie.. jf it wasn't for Dave we would have
never met. And we would never be able to find
out if I could do better than an old McDonald's
manager in the back seat of my car. AliI need
now is your number. Michael T/13.

To Kisses: I want your body. I need your body.
I must have your body.

Marty Cardoza wrecks Harwich, but Pena's
still a man. Captain sky flying high. Stallion
takes his stand. Mr. Wiggles.. can't swim.
Professor cool bre'eze (the kid)-your hair is
messe4 up. Dave has joined the CULT.
Cardoza smokes Penguins, but he better
watch out for Tim. We party in lOS.
CHUCKIES··one and all! I know it was very
difficult to act unchuckized on St. Patrick's
Day or to hold back on '"'Mack the Knife· after
requests, however, your image was saved with
the cigar smoking. Thanks for making my 22nd
EXTRA·SPECIAL. 1shkabible*
Hollywood "Heartbreak Kid:· Are the Alpha
brothers and you having fun playing your
heartbreak same? Hey, senior, how many
points do you have? You can count this one
against you! Girls, beware of those useless
HoUywood nights!!! Well, this is one point for
me! Your fellow point scorer.

Michelle, Julie, and Tricia: Just wanted to let
you know I miss y'all. Hang in there!
Countdown for Spring Break, four weeks!
Love, Deb
Margaret Linehan··this is YOUR personal. 17
more days to. go, McDonald's wants to hire
Alex, no more Dever, and who didn't see the
note? We were charging a quarter to your
suicide, but all wwe could get was a penny.
Better luck in Arizona! Love,your cohorts in
crime.
Lance: So they say the way to a woman's heart
is to buy her a hippo! But then again, I'm happy
watching Sunday night movies with you.
Come on up and see me sometime cause ifI'in
not there you can do funny things to my
roommate.
To Lisa--So you met RALPH while stealing
pumpkins? Want some chocolate pudding?
Chink food pig·outs. You better lose that flab
for Florida! From your bathroom drinking
buddies.

Chris Parker: Aren't you EVER home? Jean.

Buddies~."Frie~dship has t>een described as
having the mathematical power to divide
unhappiness and multiply joy.~ The times that
we've shared have done that for me. My 22nd
St. Patrick's Day birthday party is just another
event to add to our wealth of memories.
Thanks for making it so.
To the "'Wild ana Crazy· Chigobean and
Madbury RFD··Does anyone have. ..a
hacksaw!!? Do I hear ~gels? Is Cal really all
that bad? Did spmeone tell AI Bobbie was a
niCe girl? Was the locker really open? Is that
bathing cap really yellow? Does anyone have·
any ... apple easy!?
Hey Armond, throw papa down the stairs his
hat.
Yany: Where are you? Come see us
sometime soon. Love, M & K room 126.

To P & Bin roo1Tl202 Hill: Thanks fCir the good
time last night. Next time could you handle the
whole football team?
Wild··We don't think you and K. could take
another night like Saturday night. That was
heavy. Keep on breathing. And it's Wabash,
not Warbash. Love, Wabash and Buddha
M.-·Yes, that's just what we are··buddies. I
love you though. K.
...--'
To Brain-head: How is your bed··did you sleep
nice? I like your wardrobe too~'ls your
girlfriend Merry palm? Love and kisseS, A & A
Cam··l'm glad that 1I0U have looked out for
your happiness. It's just too bad someone nice
had to get the royal shaft. Jana
To Mithraridir (Gandalf): Mae govannen
Mellen dil 0 nin Ie cam, fea mel. Si i YUlma nin
mi merethmardi. A tiro. lye a Elbereth.
Namarie. Minas Thalion. '

To the guy who dreams about a "Big
Hampster~ trying to kill him··Serves you right!!
Now you see how J. feel when you threaten to
To the' shower·lovers: I haven't read any
kill me. Let's call a truce. Sincerely, "Fluffy:
traveling stories lately. So get your pens
P.S. Next time it won't be a dream!!
. moving during lunch and give me some
. creativity. No one else can do it as good as we
To the Big Mac: 19 years since your mother
can (showers included). Jealously yours,
went into labor. But you only have 27 days left
Jonathan's Nwife~·-remember the letters?
before you're dry again, so you better get close
to Winnie or YQu1! be painting your door on
To Paul R.·~We came for a Wild and crazy
Saturday nights with Joel. Zonker Harris
weekend. Where were you? Remember the
Tilton Inn and the Gunstock Gondola Ride?
Rocky--You're looking a little flabby, I think
Diane and Elaine
you need a little more exercise: You11 never
find anyone who loves it like I do! Your loss. S.
Neufa··How about some fried C.S. and
scrambled eggs in a saucepan? And a little
This is the third personal of so many more to
colored sand just for fun. Or a terrycloth robe
come: To my favorite BEAR. I, have many
.50 you can poison it. Or a whole bag of potato
fantasies to tell' you about, including the one
chips at 4:00 a,m. Rag rag rag. AD. B~ues fan
about the fireplace on a cold night. I miss you
greatly and there is much lost time to make up
Maristella and owner: You still haven't paid me
for_So whadcIYa say?
.
for· that· afternoon of fun and games. My
manager is getting mad! Come up again and
Jimmy-·You have made my life worth living for .;we'li talk instead of playing a(ound. Hey,
and I love you. Thanks for Sat. night 2/10/79. I
Marshfield. tr,pubador, let's· keep in touch
have no doubt we will always be together.
through the Classsifieds. Write to "Emex:son. N
Look out for llamas and three·humped camels!
Love, Bum and handsback
To Sandy D.S. and Bonnie Barker: When's
our next dinner? Soon, I hope; This time we'll
To the. beautiful girl in 7C with the long brown
have you barking at'a fu"U MOON. We are UP
hair··you are a fox and r d liKe to get to know
.for this party. The Chouricia police will be
you much better. Love, Squiggy
walking your beat. Turn up the heat for our
next strip poker game. The Kingswqod Gang..
Aquarius; Happy Birthday. I know I'm 4 days
late,but it's better than being one month early.
To Lenny arid Squiggy-·We're going to take
Love, Libra
you.two outahd teach you I)owtodrink some
night seeing as you never have. When?
To all the destructive forces. present here ~m
Someone has to! And Squiggy, you can teach
BSC'-If you don't grow up there will be nothing
us how to dance. Harry and Harriet
left for future generations to destroy. Go
,practice your destructive tendenCies in ,the
To S. B.·-Toaterrific kid and pal. Next time I
real world outside where you really belong-'come over you better have some popcorn
high school! Chief
alr~dy made for me. Love and kisses, R.A.

come we never talk when we're straight? Why
don't you come to my town and' party
sometime? Over vacation! You're my favorite
bouncer. Need any help figuring out your
money? Anytime. Guess?

Prissy Poo: You make me hot··so hot I have to
chan~ my socks twi<:e a day. Your beautiful
lips remind me of tomato soup (Campbell's)
and crackers. Your aroma is as sweet as the
B&C locker room. Please be my valentine or I'll
commit suicide by hanging myself.

D.C..,Heard the witch hunt at Salem was
unsuccessful. You couldn't find one single
good· looking warlock? Ginny do without a
bedpan. Why does she need one anyway? She
lives right across from Room 209. And she
went to an orgy without me! 111 never forgive
you! Orphanage V.P.

To Lee, the one who has 13 big ones. I hope
you get your car towed so I can help you pay
for that plus the potatoes. I promise not to ever
clean the ketchup off the counter again you
rag!
Rich··Me and U always and forever. Love, Me.
We can work it out! I love you!

To Bruiser the Loser: Your behavior at Friday
night's keg party in the apts. left much to be
desired. Although you may be desperate, I'm
not! It may be to your advantage to change
your technique in the future.

To the Shea 5th floor. You are all the greatest. I
especially like the "open door" pOlicy that is in
effect. One end of the hall is so "UN.w Other
than that, I love you all. Pink Floyd

To J. Guitar: Beware of kitchen counters!
Have you seen any transvestities lately?
Spitting out the car door is rude! Don't get any
more parking tickefs! M.R. & E.B.

Katie. Cathy. Joanne ..Don't forget our motto.
Why exercise when we can eat!
Hi Tom. I think that you're a real doll and that
we could get. along "swimmingly" together. I'd
like to get to know you a little better in the near
future. If you don't know who you are 111 give
you a hint·.long airforce coat.

To Buck: How do you spell sea man? Watch
out for organisms! Get ready for Florida.
Signed, you know who!
TLS··Happy 21st Birthday! Thanks for 1 year
of happiness, too! Sat. nite was beautiful even
if I did lose a wallet, at least I didn't lose you!
Know anyone who likes Sangria? The chaser
was great! Love CSS. P.S. I must go to CVS.

;Wood Hall: The well has finally run dry so I
guess it's time to move on to Pope, Thanks for
the "good" times. Joe Reagan
C.B.R.··llove you··HOK.

To Dick No. 10, Hey Frank's friend··1 have my
eyes on you, but I'M not the one to make a first
move. Blondie with green eyes.

. Donna & Darlene: Thanks for the greasy
doorknob. newspaper in my bed. socks tied in
knots and anything else I haven't found yet. It's
my turn. so watch out. Love, SMURPH.

Pattie: Happy 21st birthday to my roommate.
Hope you have a great celebration, you know
.
we'll all help. WAMP·EM. Mary

For Sale: One Male, low mileage, slightly used.
slightly damaged, but very dependable. Is
loving. affectionate. and paper·trained. Easy
payment plan. credit available. No reasonable
offer ignored For further details contact
owners Donna or Karen in 512 Durgin.

Special K- The most beautiful times and
moments we share. My happiness is in you and
your love. so always together we are to be,
forever and ever and beyond. All my love,
HDS

To the person Ralph babysits: Saturday night
was great! I can't wait tll! next time (hint)! I'M
trying to get Ralph to switch places with me but
he won't. Can't say I blame him cuz I wouldn't
give up that position either.

Dear Dumpling, How's your love life? Do you
believe in premature c1onong? Nanu Nanu
Moe. 1 love it! You're such a poet! Instant
replay ..Oh, you beautiful woman!! Take a
. stroll. find a man, smoke a joint. eat Fluff and
jam, waSh your teeth. brush your face, but be
damn sure you come by my place! Your
Partner··SmiJe!

Patti Guidi. rm 204, Pope HaIl·.Just a short
note to a SMURF to say Happy Birthday cuz
you're the big 21. Boy. we only·have 1 more
year to bother you. Donn worry the worst is
yet to come. Did you find your room a little
different Sunday? "

To the Delicate Gymnast··l told you I'd write
one. I could say something, you guys, but I
won't, Old you vacuum your rug yet? There's
little white things on it. Go ahead,.vault ri!,lht
out the door but don't forget to wave. Wantto
play caps?

Find some money? have a guilty conscience?
Please read last week's letters to the editor.
Mutant: You have no friends! When are we
going to get Bill to admit he's huge? And when
ani we going hack to Nichols to "wreck?" What
do you think of the -mill~ being under th whip?
Go wild··llike to see you like that. Tarzan
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Mini Courses:

Variety Offered
b)l Sue Asci
For about tOuf years B.S.c. has
been conducting mini-courses
which are growing in popularity.
The courses begin about two
weeks into the quarter after
brochures have been circulated.
ifhe courses run for six weeks,
,usually about one· two hours once a
week.
Ms. Claire Scott, Assistant for
Program Develo'pment, explained
the beginning of the planning. "We
thought our campus as a whole
would have some really talented
people who'd like to share their
skills with us," she said.. 'It's a
recreational activity that allows for
better use of leisure time. We tried
to find the courses that would be the
most interesting."
Usually the courses are $5-6. The
money that is collected for the
courses pays for the salaries of the
instructors. There ~will be no
refunds. At the end of the course,
the students receive certificates and
have the opportunity to fill out an
evaluation.
i About six to ten courses are
pffered each quarter-and all are held
In the Student Union. The minimum
or maximum number of'students in
each course is left up to the
instructor. Some courses which
have been offered in the past
include; ballroom dancing, plant
care, and mime.
Instructors have included faculty,
staff, students, or members of the
area community. Cards are sent to
interested instructors to fin out with
their . course description, time
available, fee, etc. Since the
publicity, many intez:ested
instructors contact the school.
.. "We offer"mIni-courses which are
; entertaining and also educational at
minimal cost to the student, Ms.
Scott commented. Such education·
'al courses as; "The Sense of Livin~"
N

~/i~.f :::2
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Claire Scott, Assistant for Program Development, explains mini
courses.

(helping students to learn about
finance, renting an apartment,
iinsurance, ana'how to· buy a car),
and "'Sexuality" have been offered.
Courses that are being held now
are; Cardia Pulmonary Rescusita'tion , Yoga, Karate, Ethnic dance,
Mixo}ogy. Cooking potpourri,
ballet, disco dancing, slimnastics,
meditation, and macrame.
'The mini·courses are sponsored
by the S.u. P!ogram Committee,"

Claire Scott said. The registration is
on a first·come,first·serve basis.
"first preference is given to the
students. It's available to them for a
week. Then the courses are open to
the community Who 'pays <fouble.
If students have any questions or'
suggestions they can contact the
Director's Office, c/o Program,
Committee, Student Union; or call
697·8666.
H

Dave: Had agreat time Saturday night; just
being with you means a great time! See ya soon
Love, Jean. P.S. We didn't get to see many
stars Sat. night, did we?
Joan..Congratulations. You're agoclmother,
finally! I suppose she is already spoiled? Yes,
iyes. Love. Patti
Nanu, nanu··How you doin' KB.? I hope you
'had a good time at KilIy ..1did. Remember, stay
off of number 100, the ride is brutal! Can't wait
for Cannon. Hang loose. Mother Goose! T.B.
To Gary M.··l have my eyes on you butI'm not
one to make the first move. From one of the
,Florida girls!
Teddy Bear plus one .. the best is yet to come.
The teacher of nasty things.
Shan and Mo··We hope you two fine chicks
had swinging birthdays! Remember, Section 5
is alive andjivin'! Love, B. S, M, M. G, C. H, K.

}J(lJ.'t time

C, J. N, C, A, R. A, A, J. S, & D.
Deb: Two mo~e weeks for Citadel! Wild times
Sat. nite! Munchies.Where's Garth? Margie.
Do you want a quick divorce? All you have to
do is have 3 kids, move to Maryland, then to
Hawaii··and sooner or later it will happen. Just
ask Wendy! You have to take a number, and
try not to get ice cream in your ,.8!6%%SERIC: Here's another series of personals for
you. Almost scored Thursday nite. uh. Better
luck next time. A devoted scorer.
Steve L...lf you're so easy. you can·t be
Portuguese. must be. Greek or perhaps
Italian! Have a good break! Margie. P.S. How
was the band Sat. nite?
Sheila S ...Thanks for a super weekend, you
better study. And I'm so glad that pink rose
was <;Iciressed to both of us. He was thinking
about us, how nice! Love ya, Blue Stares, P.S.
See y.ou Saturday

Mr~.T ...Kinky

\5

your new name··that
fantastically, fascinating, fresh, voluptuous,
sexy, beautiful, gorgeous. soft. pretty,
extravagant HAIR· DO! The odds are even
better now. I won't get my fingers caught
running through your hair. Love, concerned
and WIlling. 1'.S. Odds 45·2
Dave W.··How's your hand? Need anyone to
wrap it? I'm not a c,lrunk. you're a head. How
\.......

c
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in Mexic(), stop by ([nrll'i~it tll('

CUC}'I'()

fClhric((

ill

Tl'(jliila.

Since 1795 weve.welcomed
our gues!~with our best.
A traditIonal taste of

Cuervo Gold.

Visitors to' Cuervo have always been
greeted in a special way.
They're met at the gates and in'vited inside to e.y;perience the unique taste of Cuervo Gold.
This is the way we've said Nwelcorne" Jor more than 180
years. And it is as traditional as Cuervo Gold itself.
For this dedication to tradition is what makes Ctwrvo
Gold l-rUly special. Neat, on the rocks, with a splash of soda,
in a perfect Sunrise or Margarita, Cuer1JqGold will bring
you back to a time when qualify ruled the world.

Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.
'--____________ .CUERVO ESPECIALI.Ii> TEQWLA.SO PROOF. IMPORTED AND BOTIt..E'p~Y@.lJ~7$HEUBLtIN, INC". HARTFORD .....V'·.I••. ;;;...,,;;.....,;;;:.;..;..;;;....;~~.......;...;..;..;.;..;.."'--~
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Physical 'oevelopment Clinic:

Handicaps and "Missing Link"
BRIDGEWATER--Do some
children and even adults live with
learning handicaps because of a
"'missing link'" in their early
psychomotor development?
Yes, says Warren Dahlin,
registered occupational therapist
with the Brockton Multi-Service
Center, and once that '"link" has
been identified it's possible to
correct the problem through
rehabilitative activities.
Dahlin was a guest speaker at
Bridgewater State College's unique
Children's Physical Development
Clinic recently, and he addressed
approximately fifty BSC students
who serve as volunteer clinicians in
the program, the only one of its kind
in New England.
The Clinic, founded six years ago,
has a record enrollment this
semester of seventy-five area

children and youth with physical,
mental, or emotional impairments
and disabilities. The participants
come to the campus each Saturday
morning for a two-hour program,
individually-prescribed physical
activities and exercises, designed to
boost motor skill coordination while
improving self-esteem. Each child is
assigned to work with a student
volunteer clinician under the
supervision of Clinic Director DR.
Joseph Huber, and as part of the
training program for the 85 graduate
and undergraduate students Dr.
Huber regularly invites professionals from related dields such
as Mr. Dahlin to share their
experience and expertise.
The one·hour lectures precede
the actual Clinic session and the
public is welcome to' attend.
HWe particularly look for

Open ForuDl
(Cont. from p.l)
system, tuitioI~ increase"and budget
James DuPont, a B.5.C. student, cut.
began a presentation to the group.
1 thought ,.that Governor King
"1 have problems with Registration. was trying to reduce taxes and in
The system asked for 500 people to that way try to cut off something
converge on a given point at one from each budget. The tuition'
time. Then.it was decided'to divide . increase is unfair and not realistic ..
the students into groups, so now we As far as reorganization goes,
have 100 people at the door. I think people would have to go to different '
the Registration System is woefully schools for different majors. I don't
inadequate in deciding who gets . think it's going to help him cut
through the door at a given time, I costs," Matthew O'Brien said.
suggest that they give every student
'1'mopposect, to the reorganiza specific time. I'm asking for better tion pIan~ It would require certain
use of time.
local students here to move. They
It was commented by Michael may then be reponsible for a room
Palma, Senior class President, that or higher dorm _fees," T. Michael
because of "human nature", many Robertson comm~rited. "The reality
students, would come earlier than of BSC losing :its identity and
their scheduledtirne in order to be . becoming' an extension of SMU or
there on time. This would still create some other state college is alarming.
a .line. Also, the "unfairness" that We will work to foster closer
·'SQme': departments hold ,'pte-regis- awareness",ot ,- the -students in, the
tration, where others do not, was area to get involved with
discussed.
representatives. We will let them
'1 suggest an informal group to knowhow it affects them i
make plans to get together and personally. As studentgo'!ernment.
formulate a proposal concerning we should work to keep BSC
Registration," said Al Silva.
established as it is."
At the end of the meeting, Sue
AI Silva concluded, 'We will keep
French, Senator-At-Large, on top of the issue and disseminate
questioned SGA Presidential as much information as possible to
candidates T. Michael Robertson keep the students informed.
and Matthew O'Brien onthe issue of.
The meeting' closed with these
Governor King's plan for the comments.
reorganization of the state colleg~
N

,

Single, Parents:

this 'missing link' in children with
minimal brain dysfunction or
cerebral palsy, but any child who
shows lags in development should
be checked out, '" Dahlin told the
students.
He explained the missing link,
which is more professionally termed
the "recapitulation theory."
All of us are born with the same
kind of reflexes, and with each
passing month more and more of
the brain takes over and these
reflexes are suppressed. That's
what happens most of the time, he
said.
"But in some children a particular
part of the brain doesn't develop
and a stage is 'skipped' or 'missed:
We now believe from research
gathered over the past two decades,
and especially in the last ten years,
that i't/s possibTe to identify which
stage has been skipped or missed
and apply treatment to correct the
difficulty."
To do that, therapists employ
"sensory integrative treatment," he
explained. This invoves exercises
and activities designed to stimulate
those psychomotor 'activities like
turning the head, extending the
arms, or other movements so that
IF

H

Alex Ticcoli (graduate student) and Cheryll Branscomb (undergraduate
student) talk with lecturer Warren Dahlin.

me part of the br~in v,;h~ih-c~ntrolw
.
these functions can develop.
Dahlin is among those who
believe that effective treatment will
alnot only improve motor skills,
buto improve a child's ability to
learn.
'lf a child has difficulty reading
because that part of the brain
controls the muscles that move the
eyes up and down and wideways

hasn't developed. then clearly
successful application of sensory
integrative treatment will mnhance
his ability to read," he stated.
Dahlin says that the problem is
not limited to children. 'We find that
adults with psychiatric problems
may also benefit from this kind of
treatment, since the source of
trouble in some cases -may be this
same 'missing link' theory."

. Faculty, Notes:

Prof. Kranyik Writes for the Globe
(cant. trom p.3)
Even though Iowa is considered
to be in the "Bible belt, Dr. Carlston
commented that the students in his
class here at BSC tended to be the
more traditionally religious. He
empHasized that the religious
studies, program dealt with a
sociological, historical and
theological approach to religion. He
als,o stated that an awareness of
religion, and religious issues is part
of the intellectual equipment of a
well-rounded person. , .
Dr: Carlston likes teaching in the
Boston area, because Boston has a
strong a tradition in New Testament
studies as any city in the world.
H

M. Kranyik
by Peggy Faria
Margery Kranyik, a coordinator
of the Early Childhood Program.
here at BSC has been writing
bimonthy supplements for the
Boston Globe since June of 1978.
Since that time she has written
approximately twenty·one articles

Club to be Formed

place and, shy.
After school, books go unop-Rlned
first class. Six a.m. may find them until din~r is ~ooked, children)
dishing up breakfast and mopping ;demands are met, dishes was.,he&
:spilled juice, passing out lunch Few are the teachers who -will
money and admonsishments, -accept, "My baby had a fever,
sending tired~ cranky children to trauma, epileptic ,attack" as an
school before they even start 'their excuse for unfinished assignments.
, It can be
lonely, frightening
;own school day.
I
Once at school, unfamiliar faces experience for a single parent to
jjass them in halls: Groups' around attend college. Sometimes they may
ccafetena fables, discuss1TIg have -to remain home because of
ibasketball, dates and new clothes, finding reliable child care, or even
leave these stueents feeling Qut of be~ause there just inn't enough gas
For some students,the day starts

pertaining to various facets of social
development in children between
the ages of 5 and 10 years.
By directing her articles to am
audience of parents and· other
others in close contact with
children, Prof. Kranyik manages to
incorporate the basic concept of
Early Childhood Education into an
informal nelpful hints" column. She
finds that by relating her own
experiences from teaching children,
into her aIticles creates a more
familiar, attitude to, her readers.

Prof. Kranyik finds writing
supplements for the Boston Globe
rewarding and beneficial to her
career. i love it! And it's the easiest
thing I've ever done" says Prof.
Kranyik of her new hobby.
In the near future, she plans to
write a four-part series covering the
major areas of Early Childhood
Education. And if all goes smoothly,
Prof. Kranyik plans to incorporate
her articles into a book.
Best of Luck!

S_GA Elections
. Upcoming
Every year there are a few people
who take the time to get invovved
and take an active interest in the life'
at BSe that goes on around them.
These crazy people do things like
run for SGA or Dorm Council or
class office or try to get on the
Student Union Board of Governors.
Although these people often wind
up even crazier than when they
started, if they are cornered they will
most often admit- to another
inquiring student that the
experience was woith the dose of
insanity they received.
Your chance to come'down with
this type of insanity is right
now. During March and April you
be able to expose yourself to the
chance of capturing one of these
positions. All class' officer and-SGA
Senator positions will be voted
during the month of April. If you
want your chance to try this kind of
thing out nomination papers for
both the campus-wide Senator at
Large positions and the Class of
1980 positions are available as of
Wednesday, Mardr: 7th. These
papers will be due in on Wednesday,
April 4th at 5:00 PM and elections
for these slots will be held on
Wednesday, April 11th. Nomination
Qapers for ~ll. <;::lass o~ 1980 positi~ns

will tie available on March 28th, due
in by 5:00 PM on April 1lth and
eJections for these will be on April
,18th. For the Class of 1982, papers
will be available on April 3rd, due in
by 5:00 PM on April 18th and
elections will be on April 25th. Since
th€ Class of 1983 isn't here yet~they,
can wait until October to elect their
officers.
,
For positions, on either the
Student Union Board of Governors
or the Student Union Program
Committee, you may pick up
application forms any time in the
Student Union info. booth. They are
due,in on April 2nd after which you
will be considered for these
positions by a no.minating
committee. Or you mIght even want
to be considered for an 9rientation
leader position (there's e~p.n ~ . minimal amount of pay with this
one). For that you would, pick up
applications in the Office of Student
Life. These are due in on ApriJ 6th
after which your application will be
considered, by the Orientation
Committee (all administrators). So,
as you can see, there are lots of
options for involvement. Tryout
one of them and you may find it can
be a very worthwhile experience.

.in the car to get there.
~, These problems are not unknown
'~Qmany of us. Let's get together to
,offer ideas, suggestions, and most of
all. to offer support to each othed
What a}'e ttte obstacles facing a '
single parent returning to school?'
Why does the Welfare Qepart~ent '
'seem so discouraging? What can we
do about problems with day care,
transportation, finances? Is there a
way to be an effective parent,
,student and still maintain time for
ourselves? This group is not, but :
f---------------------~--------~f marve as, asocial club, therapy, or a consciousness-raising group. It will
be organized to find out the needs of '
I~e
the single parent student and,
I Address.
I
hopefully, to find some~nswers to
Telephone Number
, 'our problems.
I (optional)
I
If tou are a single parent or ........- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
I How many children do you have?
" interested in becoming involved in Applications for the 1979-1980,Student

,earli-er than half an hour before their

will

on

a

:

I

IWhat are their ,ages?

I

I

f Hours available in school

I
I

J

I ,
I Do you feel the need for a Single Parent Club on Campus?
I
, What function do yOu think it would serve?
,

I
J

:
I

I
I
: What do you feel is the·major issue facing single parents at BSC? _ I
t
I
I
i
, '
,
"
,I

-- ...... ""---------- ..... ------.----- .....

I

'

,
'
,
-----~-- .. -....

:~f~~~; 't~lIst6~/h\sh~rg~il~~fnn~ Union Board of Governors and Program
questionnaire. Please drop it off at Committee are available at the Student
ithe Admissions Office; c/o Dorrie
"
Union Information Booth. These
Aucoil.
applications must be returned by noon on
Pregnant?
-April 3, 1979. An orientation meeting will
Fr,eeTesting
be held for those interested on Monday,
.
Counseling
irthrighi' April 2, in the Formal Dining Room at 6:30
p.m.
583-1510 428 No, Main St.. Brockton
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MountajneerIDg #4.

pleasures of mountameering
MoUntaineering} is a skill
run the risk of being labeled
'oftirning as well as ~~ ____.
social climbers. But such
nique. The wrong
cheap shots are to be ignored.
moment, like the
They
are the work of cynics,
wrong method,
and chronic
nay-sayers
marks the gap
malcontents.
between
Sirnilq,rly, the ambience
amateur and
of an athletic afternoon ( e.g.
aficionado. 80 the
,
The
Big Game) is another
key to successful mountaineer.~;;;;:::;~ ideal moment. Downing
in.g is to choose the occasib~
the mountains' elevates
wisely and well. When, then, 18
the
morale of the fan an~
it appropriate to slowly quaff ~~fi
hence, t:q.e team. Therethe smooth, refreshing
if you care at all about
fore,
mountains of Busch Beer?
the' outcome, it is your duty to
Celebrations, of course ,
mounta.p1eer.
are both expected and exWhen should one not
cellent. opportunities to
enjoy the :invigoration of the .
test your mountaineering
mountains?
Here, you'll be
mettle. Indeed, on major
happy to learn, the list is
holidays it is virtually
much briefer.
.
. mandatory
Mountaineerlilgis
to do so~
8mall
considered
Imagine
victories like exams pas8e~ ..·.':
declasse
ushering
papers completed or classes: :
with
. in the
attended are equally..... '.;."
.. ' dessert,
fiscal
acceptable.
-... . . ._. . .:':
. .. im.proper
year or
Remember the. '.:'.
'. 'during JqdicommOl.llltain" cial
eer'smotto: ,'"
memo~:;jA~,~:';'ings andjust
rating
:rnatricula-." .
;. 'piam foolish while
·.,Calvin'C.
tionis
' ".
. ' crop dusting ,around
Coolidge's
celebration.-.·.':.... .-::.., ...... ~
. power lines. Otherwise,
birthday
Interper"'~:'.'
,.' as the hot-heads of the
',~ or throw:sonal relation':':.~~~~!~~~
.' .sixties used to say, "8eme
ing caution to the Wind during
ships are also ';
. ..........
.',.... the time 1" .
.
Take-A-Sorghum-To-Ll.lllch:-, '. : '
niearung- " ...".", .. ,
Week without the .
.CLIMB
fu1 times~
are
benefit of Busch. A ':::"
UNTA\)\~t-l
::few tbingsfiner than
disturbing'pros- ;::'
.
..--..-, . . . ,.:,taki.ng your companpect at best.
.,t)·
. ,ion in hand and head.:.
On the
:.:;
. tng for the
other hand, not
traD9cending the hoevery event
and hum-drum
be 9.S signID- .
favor of a romantic
cant as those'
.& R. Naturally,
outlmedabove.
couples who share the
6:H"":F",

"" ......... &c..

'

,'.

",

There

1

Mountairleerirlg is"the Science and art of drinking Busch. The term or~inatesd~e t? the sno-wy. icy peaks sported
by the label outside and perpetuates due to the cold, naturally refreshing taste IDSlde. (cf.lessons 1,2 and 3.)
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Dont just reach for a beer.
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Gymnastics

Team

Downs. Rhode Island

.by Bill Grady

On vaulting, Senior Sue Moore took the
Monday, February 26th, the SSC top spot with i:1 7.4. For Sue this was last meet
.gymnastics team chalked up its second of her college career. Sue has been with the
'victory of the year against Rhode Island team for four years and was definitely an
College. The final score was SSC 88 and RIC important contributor. Sue will be missed by
78.
the team and we wish her the best of luck.
The SSC vaulters were very sharp with ,Taking second and third places were the
three girls scoring in the 7's. Freshman Sue dedicated freshman Mary Alex (7.25) and Sue
Reid was the highest scorer with a 7.4 on a Reid (6.8). Rounding out the vaulting team
super hetht vault. She was closely followed were Sandy Lambert, Dottie Nicolo and
by Sue Moore (7.3), and Mary Alex (7.0), The Eileen Busby. On the bars Eileen. Busby
other two competitors were Dottie Nicolo 5t~rted the team off. She was followed by hard
and Eileen Busby. On the uneven parallel bars working sophomore Sandi Balduf. Sandi
freshman Mary Alex took high honors with an consistently scor;-d in the 5's and 6's for BSC
almost perfect routine. Mary scored a 6.8 with this season. Last competitor Mary Alex was
her excellent e><ecution and superior high scorer for SSC (and for the meet) with a
difficulty. Sandi Balduf and Eileen Busby also 6.3. On the balance beam there were a few
showed fine form and scored 4.9 and 3.9 extra wobbles for the Bridgewater girls, but
respectively.- On the balance beam, they covered them nicely. Top three beam
Bridgewater again performed with style. performers were Nora Kenny, Janet Smith
Nora Kenny took a first place with a 7.0 and Sue Reid. Also on the beam were Mary
routine. Second place was taken by Sue Reid Hutchins, Dottie Nicolo and Moe Ryan. On
(6.1). Also' performing were Lisa McKeene, the floor exercise Bridgewater again
Jiiln@1 Smjth ~nd 1'1ge Ryan. On the floor displayed poise and grace. Top performer
exercise Diane Quinn started things off with a was Sue Reid with a 6.1. She was followed by
4.9. Moe Ryan, working on a revised rountine, Mary Hutchins, Nora Kenny, Moe Ryan and
performed well with as. 9 routine. The top two iDottie Nicolo.
- floor scorers were Sue Reid (6.3) and Nora . A tip of my hat to the entire team this year
Kenny (6.1). For Sue, this was her second first I as it was a rushed season but we survived
place of the meet. Good job Sue!
. through it. Betsey Keenan, the team manager
Bridgewater wins on the road!
also deserves a pat on the back as she kept
On Wednesday, February 28th, the
things as smooth as they could run. Also
gymnasts journeyed to Central ConnectiCut thanks to our trainers, Maggie Gray and
State College. Despite the lenghthy rjdethe Debbie Draper, who tried to keep us injury
Bridgewater girls remained in top form and free. A final mention goes to the head coach
won 83 to 61.
Alice Gonsalves, best of luck in the future.
1- On
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Gymanstics end strong with two wins.

Sports
~

..

I

Ashort course in'
BOn' BOulbon.
First lesson:
Bonded Bourbon is so
unique· that it took an
act of Congress (in 1897)
to establish the
standards for
Old Grand-Dad
and other Bonded
whiskeys.

100 is perfect.
Bonded Bourbon
must be 100 proof.
No more. No les.s.

Final exam.
You need only one
sip to recognize
the clearly superior
quality and taste of
Old Grand-Dad.
Cheers!

Swim Team
On March 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, 1979,
four members of BSC's Men's
. Varsity Swim Team attended ·the
New Englan Championship
Swimming Competition at
Springfield College. Swimmers Bob
McCorrison, Bob Cameron, Bob
Moores, and co-captain Ken
Mierzykowski participated in the
competition. Coach Joe Yeskwitz
and Manager Bill Grady also
attended.
Each of· the swimmers did very
well in their events. Junior Bob
McCorrison swam in the 50 and 100·
yard free style events as well as the
100 yard backstroke event.
Freshman Bob Moores, who at the
lJeginning of the season was unable
to finish the 200 yard event, swam
the 200 yard freestyle event and did
his best time this year--great Bob!
Ken Mierzykowski swam in the 100
and 200 yard breast" stroke events
and did well. Freshman Bob
Cameron swam the 40(} LM., 200
LM., and set a new school record in
the 500 yard free style event with a
time of 5:11.5--~00d going Cam!

IM/REC

Old Grand-Dad Bonded
is authentic Kentucky
.
Bourbon, made vvith pure limestone
watel~ the finest grains, and aged innew
chan'ed-oak barrels.

Only Bonded
whiskeys have a green
tax stamp. It's your guarantee that the whiskey is
at least four years old.
Old Grand-Dad Bonded is
always aged longer.

Kentllck\' Strilight Bourbun Whbkl'Y. lOll proof.
[l"ltll'd ill BUild. Old Gr"nd~Dad Di~till ... ry Co., frankfurt, Ky. ·lOWL

Men's Softball and Co-ed.
Softball entries due by
Wednseday, April 4, at 4:30
pin to IM/REC Coordinator
in 109 Kelly. Play begins the
week of April 9th. Blank entry
forms are available in the
letter rack by .the IM/REC
bulletin board in the Kelly
Gym main lobby.
Men's Six-man indoor Soccer
and and Women's Six~
woman Indoor Soccer entries
are due by Wednseday, April
4 at 4:30 to the IM/REC
Coordinator in 109 Kell. Play
begins the week of April 9th.
Blank ,entry forms are
available in the letter rack by
the IM/REC bulletirt board in
the KeUyGym lobby.

